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ABSTRACT

Posthypnotic amnesia ís characterized by hyp_

notic subjects I failure to report their *"*åri.= of the
ievents which occumed during hypnosis. Neodissociation

theory and role theory have both attempted to exprain
the processes or mechanisms und.erlying posthypnotic
amnesia. /

A major d.istinction between the two theories
is the degree to which contextuar factors are viewed. as

Ínfluencing hypnotic subjects verbal report during post-
hypnotíc amnesia. Neodissociationists relegate contex-
tual.demands to a relatively minor position of influence,
whereas rore theorists believe them to be significant
factors.ín determining whether or not hypnotic subjects
:report their memo:ries .

In addítion, hypnotic subjects' subjective ex-
periences during posthypnotic amnesia might be an addi-
tironal determining factor in terms of subjects reporting
their memories. Apparently, hypnotic subjects experience

their amnesia as either a voluntary or ínvoluntary process,.

That is, some hypnotic subjects report experiencing active
control over their amnesia. others report that their am-

nesia was like something happened to them over which they

had no control

r l_l_



The purpose of the present stud.y was to test the
contentions of role theory versus neodissociation theory.
The study was designed. to examine the effects of varying
degrees of contextual demands to report more of the am-

nesic materiar upon the verbal report of amnesic, hypnotic
subjects who experienced. posthypnotic amnesia as voruntary
and involuntary.

The subjects weSe s7 undergraduates selected on

the basis of scoring nine or higher and having successfully
passed the criterion for posthypnotic amnesía on the Harvard.

Group scale of Hypnotic susceptibility, Form A (shor & orne,
L962) - subjects were further selected based upon their
scores on a foúr-point rating scale of their subjective ex-
periences of volition during posthypnotic amnesia. on the
basis of their ratings subjects were crassified as voluntary
or involuntary. These subjects \¡/ere then rand.omly assigned

to one of the following treatment conditions: (a) poly: in
which subjects weïe asked to report their memories while con-
nected to a "lie detect,orr" (b) honesty: in which subjects
v/ere asked to report honestly about their memories, and

(c) relax: in which subjects \^/ere aLrowed to rest before
reporting their memories.

Subjectst mean recall scores were analyzed in a

3 x 2 x 3 split-plot, unweighted means analysis of variance.
The resurts indicated a significant main effect for Recalr
Tests (p <.01); a significant rreatment condítions x Recal1

lv



Tests interaction (p <.02) ¡ and a significant volition x

Recall Tests interaction (g . .OZl. post hoc comparisons

for the Treatment Cond.it.ions X Recall Tests interaction,
emproying Tukeyrs test, d.emonstrated that subjects within
the poly and honestlz condition reported significantly more

materiar during the first recalr test than d.id subjects
within the relax cond.ition (both p <.05), but they did not,

differ from one another.
/

Post hoc comparisons of the means for the Voli-'
tion x Recall Tests interaction b1r Tukey's test índicated.

that the voluntary subjects reported significantly more

. 
material than did. involuntary subjects (p < .05).

, Other secondary analyses were conducted which

showed some inte::esting trends in the data which heÌped

crarify which subjects accounted for ttre difference.s in
recaIl. These data were repor,ted and discussed. t

The present findings have important imprications
for several issues in posthypnotic amnesía. First, they

indicate that given certain conditíons posthypnotic amnesia
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is "breached.." compared to subjects not given external pres- ,,:,,:,,,

sure to report their memories (relax), subjects who received
-' strong demands to report (poly and. honesty) while still und.er

the posthypnotic suggestíon for amnesia, d.id so.

ïn additíon, the findings suggest that a change in
theoretical "stance" toward posthypnotic amnesía is warranted.

They suggest that both theoretícal positions (neodissociation

v



theory and role theory) are valid to some degree; each

positíon appears to describe adequately the process of
posthypnotic amnesia for about half of the highly hyp-
notizable subj'ects. Thus, instead of viewing the mecha-

nísm in "either-or" terms, that is a dissociation or a

conscious, cognitive ski1l, it may be prudent to inte-
grate useful aspects of both positions.

Furthermore, the ¡pesent findings suggest that
the subjective experience of posthypnotíc amnesia should

be consid,ered as an additional d.imension in defining .post,-
hypnotic amnesia.
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CHAPTER T \
HISTORICAI, PERSPECTÏVE

i

The conceptuar crimate of eÍghteenth century Europe.¡
provided the background from which modern hypnosis emerged.

During this time, a smaIl group of physicians, beginning
with Franz Anton Mesmer, used hypnotic techniques to cure
illnesses which were resistant to traditional medical pro-
cedures. Although hypnoti"-rike techniques were used to
cure illnesses 10ng before Mesmer, his belíefs about the
nature of hypnosis were the first ideas considered to be

historically continuous with cument theories and tech-
niques of hypnosis (pattie, L967) .

Hypnosis prior to l4esmer has been described as,

'a mere cat.alogue of unconnected matteïs, such as, the
temple sleep of the ancients, the laying on of hands, and

the history of various unfound.ed beliefs,, (pattie , 1967,
p. 10). And, ind.eed it was. Hypnosis has been employed.

in various forms by tribal medicinemen, witchdoctors, and.

religious Leaders (Kroger, 1963). Descriptions of Egyptian
soothsayers using hypnotic-like procedures to cure ilrness
hrere found in trre three thousand year ol-d, Ebers papyrus.
Healings by priests who produced sleeplíke states in the
Aesculapian temples were recorded in early med.ical records
(Kroger, L963) - Tt was a phenomenon described by the Druids,
Celts, Africans, and Chinese (Marcuse, 1959).

lr..r
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The Talmud and, Bibre note the use of ,,ruyirrl on of
hand.s " and. other hypnot,ic-like techniques. This healing by
touch continued through many centuries, and in the Mid.d.le

Ages the "royal touch" \nras used by kings and princes to cure
d.isease (Kroger, 1963). Various healers during t.he seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries continued to prod,uce suc-
cessful cures by stroking and touching the sick. As examples,
valentin Greatrakes, the great "ïrish strokerr,, and Francísco
Bagone accomplished remarkable cures by touching the sick
(Kroger:, 1963) .

Many of these healers believed t,hat the curatÍve
effects of their treatment resulted from divine intervention.
DÍsease was viewed as resulting from evil spirits and cure
occurred through interventions from the gods of health. For
example, the Druid.s, certs, Africans, and. chinese had attri-
buted hypnotic phenomenon to the gods (Marcuse, 1959):
Patients of the fourth century B.c. priests, while in sleep-
líke statesf were given the suggestion to experience visions
from the gods, andr âs late as the eíght.eenth century.
$lilliam Trr, white stroking his patients, asked. god to give
them health (Kroger, 1963).

Animal M.aqnetism

Although belief in divine
the conceptual clirnate when Franz

his theory and techniques, he was

intervention was part of
Anton Mesmer developed

more directly influenced.
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by the ancient notion that magnets had Lrealin,g poh/ers. ïn
the sixteenth century paracelsus, contrary to Èhe accepted
belief that cures of disease v/ere the result of divine
intervention, proposed the notion that human hearth was

Ínfluenced by the emanations of a magnetic fluid from the
stars and. other heavenry bodies. He contended that the
human body had magnetic properties of i-ts own and that this
property v/as of two types: "The first attracted. the pranets
and, provided. the organism with wisdom, judgement, and other
psychological properties. The other attracted materiar er-e-
ments and prod.uced. the somatic aspect of the organism"
(Sarbin & Coe, .1972, p. 22). His viel.rs were shared by several
other writers, such as, van Helmont, Gracian, porta, and
Mâxwell. Ar1 argued similarly, ,,the magnet could cure dÍs-
eases" (Kroger, 1963, p. 1).

perhaps Mesmer was most ínfluenced by the work of
Robert Mead., a work upon which Mesmer based. his doctoral
dissertation entitled, ,,on the influence of the planetsr,,
wriËten in 1706 (pattie, ]-967'). Mead. argued that tides in
the atmosphere prod.uced. changes in the gravity, etrasticíty,
and pressure of the air which affected human health and d.is-
ease. Mesmer's (L77g/Lg4g) dissertation claimcd that the
planets acted upon human organisms through a subtle fluid,
animal magnetism, contained in alr bodies, He believed that
human beings were constructed like a magnet, wit.h the reft.
side containing pores in opposition to the right side. Health
was considered to be the harmonious distribution of the fluid



between the poles; disease was disharmony in the distri-
bution of the universal fluid^, and courd be cured by cor-
recting the f10w (Mesmer , LTgg/Lgs7; sarbin , Lg62).

After receiving his d.octorate, l¡Iesmer began treat-
ing patients in vienna. At Ëhis time, Father Herr, a

,fesuit priest and. astronmer, influenced the d.evelopment

of Mesmer's treatment techniques. Father Herl believed
that a more consistent balance over the flow of nervous
fruid wit.hin the body would occur if the magnets were ap-
plied directly to the diseased part (Mesmer, L77g/rg4g).

His successful application of Father Herlrs tech-
nique led Mesmer to postulate that the magnetic treatment
cured ái="."" by producing an artificial ebb and. frow in
the body which corrected the unequal distribution of nervous

fluid thereby producing harmony within the body (pattie,
Lg67). Convulsive attacks, ,,crisesr,, were generally pro-
duced in hís patients when the magnets were applied.. Mesmer ,

believed. that these crises were essential for cure. However,

he eventually observed that the crisis was not 1imited. t.o the
presence of magnets (Mesmer I L77g/]tg4g) . Other objec,ts, Iike,
teacups, bread, wood, t ot his merery stroking patients could
produce the same convulsive response. These observations 1ed

Mesmer to believe that he courd harness animal magnetism and

could. cause the fluid to flow from his body to his patientst
bodies. ThÍs fluid courd arso be stored in various objects,
like, a bottle of, water, by his stroking them. These objects



!'/ould then impart their animal magnetism to the patient
(Pattie, L967; Sheehan & perry, L976) .

Mesmer left Vienna for paris in 1779. fn paris

his treatment became the boast of French ari'stocracy.
iPatients flocked to him, and in order to meet the demand,

Mesmer developed. the famous "baquet." The baquet was a

J-arge tub filled with iron filings. patients stood around

the tub grasping iron rods whj-ch protruded through holes

at the top of t.he baquet. They would. hold hands and were

bound together by cords which passed around their bodies.

Mesmer would magnetize these patients by touching them with
a glass rod, which according to his theory, transferred. the
animar magnetism from his body to the bod.y of his patients.
rn thís manner, most patients developed. the curat.ive crisis
(Kroger, 1963; Sarbin & Coe, Ig72). To recapitulate, Mesmerrs

theorizing cêntered around. the postulation of the magnetic

fruid which when transferred to the patient's body wourd. pro-
duce a convulsive crisis. The crisis would reestablish ha¡r-

mony in the distribution of the fluid and thereby cure the
patient (Mesmer, L779/1948¡ L799/L957) .

fn 1784 the French government appointed. two Commis-

sions to ínvestigate the claims of Mesmer and. his folrowers.
The maj-n inquiry consisted of the most distinguished. scien-
tists of the period, such as, the astronmer Bailley, the

chemist LavoÍser, Benjamin Franklin who chaired. the commis-

sion, and so on. A second commission included a group of
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physicians (pattie, 1967¡ Sheehan & perry, Lg76). The

conclusions reached by the commissions vrere essentially
two: (a) there \¡/as no evidence supporting the physical
existence of a magnetic fluid, and (b) all åftects attri-

1

buted to animal magnetÍsm, J-ike the crisis behavior, could
be alternatively explained by imagination: ',,th" imagina-
tion is the true cause of the effects attributed to the
magnetism", (Franklin et êI., lTgS/LglO, p. Il4) .

Although the commissionsf conclusions were correct,
they cavalierly rejected im¿gination as a víable explana-
tion of mesmeric phenomena which resulted in having the
baby thrown out with the bath water (sarbin & coe, rg72)..

During the time of the commissions, to indícate that any

phenomenon lvas due to imagination was similar to indicating
that the phenomenon was. the result of fraud and collusion
with overtones of danger to morality (Sarbin , L96Z). Be-

haviors produced. by imagination were considered merel-y due

to self deception or fakery. Thus, since the magnetic

fluid did not exis-t, then the phenomenon (e.g., the crisis)
could'not be real; it was consÍdered' fradulent. The cavarier
attitude of Mesmer'ts critics, who appeared intensely invorved.

ín disparaging his beliefs, resulted in their rosing sight. of
the behaviors themserves (sarbin,& coe, rg72). "rt ís per-
haps one of the great ironies of the history of hypnosis"

that the role of imagination is beginning to be taken seri-
ously by current theorists (sheehan & perry, Lg76, p. 13).
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Needless to'say, Mesmerts popurarity greatly declined
following publicatíon of the commissions, verdict. Never-
theless, magnetic doctrine continued to be a major theoreti-
car force for many years and mesrnerism contínued to be used

as a treatment modality for many illnesses.

Artificial Somnambulism

The Itfarquis de Puysegur, a lay desciple of Mesmer,

used mesmerism to treat the local peasantry in his home town

located 150 miles from panis. Although puys"nor (r7g4/Lg7o,)

reported many cures by mesmerism, he believed that the .crisis

was dangerous and he attempted. to keep his pat.ients carm.

with his calm induction procedures, puysegur discovered that
mesmerized patients appeared to fatr into a quiet sleep. They

could speak, open their eyes and. walk about, respond to çom-

mands, and forget their experíences when they awoke. Becaus,e

of the similarity to sleepwalking, puysegur called his method.

artificial somnarhbulism (Sheehan & perry, Lg76). l

Puysegur wa's the first to pubri cíze the existence of 
i"jni. 

.

i.'ì:':.'::-:: :

posthypnotic amnesia and described. many íncid.ents of its occur- 1,,',;'¡',',,.',,

rence. continued experimentation by puysegur red to the dis-
*coveryofmostofthemajorhypnoticphenomenaacknow1ed'ged

today (Pattie, L967) .

Puysegur believed in Mesmer's fluid theory, but he

shifted from thinking of t,he human organism as a magnet to-
ward. the doctrine of I{iIl power. He conjectured that the
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fluid was secreted by the mesmeristrs brain which then
passed al0ng his nerves to his peripheral .rgans and was
then projected out to the patient's body by the mesmerístrs
will (Pat.tie , Lg67). According to Shor (Lg72) , ,,the d.oc-
trine of 'wirl powerr represented an advance in translatíng : :

the interpersonar aspects of mesmeric process ,into psycho-
logical terms" (p. 23).

Lucid S1eeo

..., ... ,... ... 
.

Around 1813, Faria, a student of puyseg¡E¡ began to l':,r,,..,,r.:'

give pubric demonstratio¡rs of mesmerism. He was a neglected
figure d.uring his time mainlli because of his failure durinE 

i

a publíc demonstration to detect the deception of one of i

ihis subjects. Nevertheless, Faria made important contribu- i

tions to hlzpnotic technic¡ue and. theory
Faria believed that the magnetic fruid theory was

absurd. He courd not believe the existence of a magnetic
fluid or that such a fruid could travel from person to pe::son.

i.:':....,.::.,r.r,,.:.,rnst'ead, he believed thaÈ the cause of the rnesmeric condition ]"'i;i'ii.
was the concentriation of Èhe subjectts thoughts and the sub- i:,.,;..-,.t:

jectts voritional withdrerral from sensation. The magnetized
person, not the mesmerisÈ, was considered responsibre for
producing the somnambulis:* (sheehan & perry I Lg7.6; shor , !972¡ ¡,u.:r:¡;i

i:.r j.ì:ii:rl:t i:i!::iPattie, L9G7) .

This new d.irectio:: in theorizÍng allowed Faria to
change induction methods from the use of elaborate baguets,
magneiized' trees, magnetÌ-:ed poles, etc. to verbal procedures

l, :rl: r:l ':jl.;,



simÍlar to those used today. rt was not until Faria recog-
nized that hypnotic influences \¡rere partially the result, of
subject characteristics thaÈ word,s became important elements
in the induction, process (Shor, Lg72).

Ce::ebral physiology and Anesthesia

During the period that mesmerism \Âras used to treat
illness ít was arso adopted as an anesthetic by two promi-
nent physicians. rn rg3z, John Erriotson, after witnessing
a public demonstration of mesmerism, began ínvestigating
mesmerism at the unÍversity of London. Elliotson (1g43) had

observed amputations of the t.high , Leg, arm, and breast which
had been performed painlessly under mesmerism and championed

' its use as an anesthetic. His research demonstrated that
mesmerism "could prevent paj-n during surgícal operations, pro,
duce sleep and ease in sickness, and even cure d,Í,seases',

' (Bramwell I ]-906, p. B). Elliotsonrs energetic advancement of
mesmer:ism made many enemies who eventually forced him to re-
sign his hospital appointments. Despíte the critícism,
Elliotson continued to investigate mesmerism and argue for
its use during surgery

rn 1843 Elliotson and his fol]owers founded the
"zoistr'! a magazine dealing with cerebral physiology and

mesmerism. It contained many publications of the successful
use of mesmerism as an anesthet,ic (Bramwell, 1906).

James Esdaille, a scottish surgeoïI practicing in
rndia, was carrying out mesmeric experiments at about the
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same tÍme as E1liotson. Esdaille (1902) reported perforrning
numerous minor and major operations with the aid of mesmerism;

most of the major operations were removal of scrotal tumors
in which he dramatically decreased the mortality rate for such

operations. HÍs use of mesmerism as an anesthetic was con-
tinually criticized by the rndían medical journals with asser-
tions that his patients pretended not to feel pain in order to
please him. He was eventua11y barred. from the Brítísh lledical
Society (Bramwell, 1906) .

The easy manner in which skeptics dismissed the dis-
coveríes of Elliotson and. Esd.aille resulted in the phenonenon

of hypnotic analgesia being relegated to a position of minor
importánce. The skeptics' desire to d.iscredit mesmerism, and

also perhaps to disparage the two physicians, blinded them to
the phenomenon ítself. similar to the aftermath of the Ben

Franklin commissÍon, attríbuting the painless operatíons to
the patient's desire to please was similar to indicating
fakery and serf deception. As a resurt, the investígation
of hypnotic analgesía was prematurely closed. However, like
the concept of imagination, it is ironic that the subjectrs
desire to please the hypnotist is seriousry considered in
mod,ern explanations of hypnotic behavior (e.g., Banber , ],969) .

Neurophrenology (Nervous Sleep)

rn 1841, James Braidr âÍr Engrish surgeon, attended.

a mesmeric seance conducted by Lafontaine. Braid had con-
tinually berieved mesmerism to be due to deceptíon and
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fatcerv- .However, upon his personal. examination of mesmer_rzect patients during the seance he became convi_nced thatmesmerism was a real phenomenon (Braid , L.g43/I960) . For
It'he remainder of his life he enthusia"t.icarlv investigated

mesmerism' Braid's research led him to the conviction thatphenomena of mesmerism depended upon physical and
. psychÍcal conditions and was not a result of the activityof some mystical universal fluid (Bramwel1, 1906).

Braid formulated three theories of hypnosis. fnLB43 he presented his first theory in a book entitled,I'Neurophrenology." 
The theory was a physiological explana_tion of hypnosis. He had conducted experiments measuringpfrvsrological changes in subjects under h¡zpnosis and con_cluded that hypnotic phenomena Ìdere the result of a general

"exhaustion of the sensorium and nervous system,, (Braid,
L,42/rg7ot p' 32r) - More broad.ry he theorized that ,,by
d'eliberately fixing attention on a single, continuous,

:nonot:nous 
stimulaLion. a nervous sleep or st.upor results,in which the functional activity of the central nervous

system is d,ecreased,,, (Shor , Ig72r p. 25).
- ïn rg47 Braid transformed his theory from a physio_logical explanation to one which was essenrir.t.r., *___v¿¡v sentialty psycho_

10gica1' The new formulation considerec all hypnotic
phenomena as due to mental concentration or monideism (Braid,
r85'5/rg7o) - The theory incorporated. the view that certainideas courd gain dorninance over others and thus influence

t..
t:
I.:
l'.,
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bodíry functíons. The hypnotic trance was considered to
be "a subjective state brought about either by dominant
ideas suggested d.irectry by the operator or by dominant
ideas which had been d.ormant but which were activated by
suggestions" (Sarbin & Coe, !972, p.33).

Before his d.eath Braíd had partially completed. a
third theory which was based on the notion of double con-
scÍousness. To aceount for the observation that various
hypnotic phenomena could occur simultaneously within the
subject he postulated the existence of severar conscious-
nesses- The theory of double consciousness anticipated
Janet's dissociation theory by severar years. The t.hird
theory further emphasized that hypnotic behavior could
only occur whenthe subject knew what he/she shou'ld do and

wiltingry strove to perform well (sarbin & Anderson, 1967).
This view anticipated current sociar psychological theories
of hypnosis, líke,.särbinrs role theory and Barberrs task
motivational view.

Braidrs contribut.ions to hypnosis include his recog-
nition of the importance of im.agination and expectation, his
consid.eration that hypnotic responsiveness was more a func-
tion of subject characteristics than those of the hypnotist,
and his coining the term "hypnotism" (sarbin & coe, LgTz).

Ir"
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The Nancy and Salpetriere Schools

The Nancy school, which represented the views of
Liebeault and Bernheim, extended. the psychological doct.rine
of Braid. Liebeault's theorizing attributed. hypnotic phenom-

ena to suggestion. However, hís work remained unknown untíl
Rernheim supported and extended Liebeaurtrs suggestion theory.
Bernheim (l.884/1964) believed hypnot.ic behavior to be con-
tínuous with everyday normal behavior which was of a reflex-
ive and unconscious type. Famíliar with the then current
theory that ideas dominated behavior, Bernheim believed that
the psychological nature of hypnosis was analogous to the
concentration of, attention on a síngle idea. suggestion in-
duced hypnosis qnd the hypnotic state further íntensified
the evoked. tendencies (sheehan & perry, Lg76). He believed.

that the ideas suggested by the hypnot.ist, while the sub-
ject was hypnot.ized, and thereby unable to inhibit the sug-
gestionrs influence, activated. conduct; for example, "the
transformatíon of thought into action, sensa,tion, movement,

or vision is so quickly and so actively accomplished., that
the intellectuar inhibition has not time to act,, (Bernheim,

L884/I964, p. 137)

Thus, the

to be activated by

to be a result of
adequately defined.

provided. the basis

phenomenon which the mesmerists believed

a vital fluid, the Nancy school believed

suggestion. Suggestion however was never

by Bernheim. His theory neverthetess,

fo:i later investigators to incorporate
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social psychological concepts, such as imitatÍon, imagina-
tion, and role taking, in modern theories of hypnosis
(Sarbin & Coet irg7zl.

fn 1878, Charcot began his studies of hypnotic__J_-- -¿av

phenomena at the salpetriere Hospital in paris. charcot
berieved hypnosis to be discontinuous from everyday, normal
behavior; it was consiclered, a morbid, pathological stat,e
which should be classified as a neurosis, namely, arti-
ficially produced hysteria (Charcot & Tourette, Lgg2,).

rnfluenced by the neurologicat method of investigation,
charcot described three stages of hypnosis: catarepsy,
lethargy, and somnambulism. He believed that any physical
excitant, like, rubbing the patíent's head, could produce

these stages. According to shåehan and perry (1976),

charcotts theory was a mechanistic one; a return to early
mesmeric conceptualizatiorrsr for "they too, believed in the
efficacy of specific physical stimulatíon to produce con-
vulsion in patients.r' (Sarbin , Lg62, p. 762) .

rn 1882 charcot presented his findings to the Academe

de sciences. Bernheim quickly confronted charcot's theory
which resulted. in the historic confrontation between the
Nancy an,il Salpetriere schools. Bernheim presented data which
demorÍshed charcotrs theory. He refuted the existence of
charcot's three stages of hypnosis because he could not con-
firm their existence after observing severar thousand pa-

tients hypnotized at Nancy. rn ad"d.ition, he d.e¡nonstrated,
:,'i'i:riì.:i
....:. l' l
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that subjects need not be hysterical ín order to respond
to suggestions. Furthermore, he believed that hypnosis
was primarily the prod,uct of suggestion and. was not pro-
duced by mechanical means (Bernheim, l.gg4/]'9,64) . As a
result of this confrontation, magnetic theories of hyp-
nosi.s which were the then dominant orientations, guickly
declined in popurarity. rnstead, psychologically oriented
theories, which had. been relegated a minor position, be-
came the major orientation in examining hypnotic phenomena

with suggestibility theory becoming the popular way of con-
ceptualizing hypnosis (Sheehan & perry , irg76).

DisSociation
-_-'-

succeed.ing charcot at the salpetriere, pierre Janet
formulated a dissociation theory of hypnosis. Although his
theory was primarily an expranation of hysteria, the simi-
la:rity between hysteria and. hypnosis posturated by charcot
allowed him to generalize from hysteria to hypnosis. The

theorlr was influenced. by the associatíon of ideas doctrine
and the intensive study of the nervous system: ',the intru-
sion of these other id,eas might be said. to be due to the

* traw of the association of ídeas,, (Janet, 191 9/L925, p. 23g).
Hysteria and hypnosis were considered to be the ',d.issocia-
tion of biorogicarly gíven or psychologically acquired sub-
systems one from. the other,, (Sarbin & Coe , L972, p. 48).
The dissöciative process was set in motion by a fat.igue and
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failure of a weak nervous system to maintain integration.
since many of the observed hypnotic behaviors, like,

anargesía, automatic writing, and. posthypnotic amnesia,
aPpeared to resurt from a separation or isoration'of a sub-
jectrs behavioral subsystem from his 'conscious self ,,, the
dissociation doctrine continued to be used in clinical set-
tings despíte empirical evidence which put strain on the
theory.

Associ-ationism

T{hen wilherm wundt began to dever-op a theory of
hypnosis the debate at the tíme was whêther hlzpnosís was

a unique phenomenon requiring its own theoreticar princi-
pres or whether the phenomenon should. be viewed as con-
t,inuous with other psychological processes. wundt's posi-
tion was to explain hypnotic phenomenon by known psycho-

logícar principles. He rejected explanations such as the
subconscious mind or d.issociaLed states. Famiríar with the
Nancy and. sarpetriere controveïsy, vlundt rejected charcot,s
physiologicar theory and was more sympathetic to Bernheimrs

view that hypnotic behavior was continuous with everyday

waking behaviors. However, I{undt was unímpressed by

Bernheim!s theory of suggestíon (Sarbin & Coe, LITZ).

wundt initially believed that suggestion was the
primary cause of hypnotic behaviors and he attempted to
díscover the psychological processes involvèd.. rnfluenced
by the doct.rine of the association of ideas he viewed. i¡ltt¿:r.rrr,¡¡?:¡

).':. '-: .' .....':.'

l::.
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suggestion as an associative process which led to the
restrictÍon of consciousness or the focusing of atten-
tion upon the suggested idea aroused. by the association.

"The inst,ruction rsleep' arouses in the subject associa-
tions to the st.ate of sleep wi-th accompanying sensations

of lassitude of the limbs, closing of eyes, and of the

cessatíon of ideas and feelings" (Sabrin & Coe, Lg7Z,

p. 45). Persons under hypnosis were characterized. by an

increased reactivity to the suggested ideas with decreased

sensitivitlz to other ideas no€ .,associated to the sugges-

tion. For example, a subject would show no experience of
pain following the hypnotic analgesic suggestion since

feeling pain had become an idea exactly opposite the one

suggested (Sarbin o Coe, 1972)

Wundt add.ed to his psychological doctrine of sug-

gestion a physiological expfanation the doctrine of
functional compensation. The doctrine postulaterl that
under restricted eonsciousness a large part of the sub-,

ject's brain was in a latent state. The functionally
alert remaining part would then enjoy increased excita-
bility because a condition of latency in one area made

available more energy for discharge by the area sLimu-

Iated by hypnotic suggestion (sarbin & Coe, Ig12).
lrr.i ; i:'
l: 1.. ;:
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Pslzchoanallztic Thought

sigmund Freudrs investigation of hypnosi-s was

restricted to its use as a treatment rnodality. He pro-
vided littre contribution to a theory of hypnosis, though

ì

his psychoanalytic theory has been adapted. by some current
theorists to explain hypnotic behavior (e.g., cirl and

Brenman, l-967).

Freud was influenced by both the Nancy and sal-
petríere schools. spending a winter with charcot in 1gg5,

: Freud observed many examples of symptom removal by hypnosis.
unlike charcot, however, he believed that hypnotic phenomena

vrere the result of suggestion (Freud, lggL/Lg66). several.
years later while attempting to learn more about hypnotic
treatment, Freud spent t,ime at Nancy observing the work of
Liebeault and Bernheím. He became somewhat disenchanted with
hypnosis as a treatment mod.ality however when Bernheim failed
to ind.uce trance in a patient Freud had brought with him to
Nancy (pattie, Lg67).

Freudrs hypnotic treatment focused on sympton removal

and the investigation of patientsr past histories. rt was

not until his association with Breuer and the cathartic
method that Freud instituted innovative changes in hypnot.ic

treatment (Sarbin & Coe , Lg72). Freud d.iscovered that while
under d,eep hypnosis paÈients recovered. traumatic memories

which were related to their symptoms. lrlhen patients talked
freely about the events and experienced the proper emotions,



their syrnptoms disappeared. (Breuer & Freud, rggs/ßss).
Freud and Breuer corlaborated in writíng studies

in Hvsteria, a. book which presented a dynamic formuration
of hysteria, but. which offered. little in the way of d.e-
scribing processes involved in hypnosis. During this time
Freud. became totally disenchanted with hypnotic treatment
substituting the method of free association. His disen-
chantment with hypnosis probabry came about for several
reasons, such as, (1) not all patients could be deeply
hypnotized, (b) cures were transitory, (c) hypnosÍs con-
cealed the patíents' resistances, and. (d) some patients
reacted seductively to the hypnotist (Sarbin & Coe I Lg72).

ïn the l'gzo'-s controlled experimentation of hyp-
notic phenomena had its conceptÍon with clark Hull, Dis-
satisfied with the traditional anecdotal reports and un-
systematic observations from which past theories d.eveloped,
Hull was determined to examine hypnosis by the experimental
method.. Hul1 and his students publíshed numerous research
papers most of which are incorporated in Hull's book en-
titled, Hypnosis and SugrgestÍbi1it]¡ (1933), UnlÍke pASt

investigators who were interested in treatment and thus
studied hypnotic effects on pathological populations, Hulr
studied the resporr=.l of normar subjects. His metho,ir,ology

compared the performance of waking subjects with hypnotized

19
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on a number of hypnotic tasks. Results from these investi-
gations demonstrated that performances und.er hypnosis could
be replicated under waking conditions, albeit. in somewhat

attenuated, form (Sarbin, Lg62r.

Hull (1933) believed that hypnosis was a special case

of prestige suggestion. what he meant was that once subjects
respond,ed, posítively to one hypnotíc suggestion it increased
theír susceptibility to react positively to other suggestions.

HuIlrs philosoph,ical 'position being strict watsonian
behaviorism limited his appreciation of subject character-
istics which are currently considered to influence hypnotic
responsiveness signifícantly. He viewed the subject as a
laboratory specimen thereby ignoring the fact that atti.tudes,
skills, and expectations malz have affected. their hypnotic
performance. Further, individual differences in hypnotic
responsiveness, one of the most firmly estabrished. forces
of hypnosis tod.ay, r^/ere considered by Hull to result from
laboratory error (sarbin & coe , rg72; sheehan & perry , 1976).

Hull's research nevertheless provided 
"*piri"ar

demonstrations which disperled. several myths about hypnosis.

He demonstrated that true sleep vras unrelated to hypnosis,
that posthypnotic suggestions lose their effect with the
passage of time, that recently acquÍred material is recovered

equally well ín waking and hypnotic conditions, and that sug-

gestibility in waking and hypnotic conditions is related.
(Sarbin & Coe, L972) .

Ii r:r



Hurrts experimental orientation had a tremendous
impact on current investigations of hypnotic phenomena.

since his time, there has been increasing emphasis on
rigorous, empiricar approaches to hypnosis. \ o ,.rn" body

I

of knowledge has accumulated. and sophisticated designs have ,

developed (Coe, L}TL). The early methodology which compared
performances of a hypnotic aroup with Èhose of a nonhypnotic
group have been extended by methodologies which recognize
the potential influences of such things âs, subject variables,
interpersonal variables, motivationar .vanÍabres, and others.

. rn the 1930's several investigators began to develop
standard.Ízed methods for measuríng hypnotic responsiveness..
These attempts have culminated in the development of stan-
dardized hypnotic scales by weitzenhoffer and Hilgard (1959;

1962) and. Shor and Orne (l 962,) , scales which currently pro_
vide reriable measurement of hypnot.ic susceptibì_lity, qnd

arrow for ínterraboratory comparisons of research evidence
' rncreased interest in hypnosis as a treatment modarity,

particularly for psychosomatic problems (e.g., $rar neuroses),
occurred. during I{orld war rr. Despite Èhe discovery of drugs,
hypnosis has. and. is being useá as an anesthetic for such pur-
poses as extracting teeth and derivering babies as well as

for treat,ing psychotrogical and organíc disturbances. organic
illnesses such as, neuralgia, asthma, headaches, etc. and
psychological problems, like stuttering, phobias, insomnia,
etc., have been treated successfully by hypnosis (Kuhn c
Russo, 1958).

2I
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The Direction of Theorl¡

Throughout the history of hypnosi-s varÍous theories
have attempted to provide und.erstanding for the behaviors
which occurred as a result of hypnotíc suggestions. ït was

a history marked by controversy and. confrontation over whi-ch

theory most adequately explained. the nature of hypnosis.
The historical sket.ch has attempted to provide a sense for
this controversy. some confrontations represented a digres-
sion in theory d.evelopment. The confrontation between Mesmer

and the Commissions, and the confrontations between Elliotson
and Esdaille and their critics, resurted in crucial subject
characteristics being ignored for many years. The signi-
ficant influences of imagination and. motivation (e.g., desire
to please the hypnotist) have onty recent.ry been considered
seriously. other confrontations, however, alrowed. for ad-
vancement in theoretical deveropment.. The demise of the
magnetic, mechanistic doctrine and the emergence of psycho-

logical orientations followi-ng the Nancy-salpetrÍere contro-
versy, for exampre, advanced theory to a more sophisticated.
level (Shor , Lg72).

controversy and confrontation continue to charac-
teríze theoretical d.evelopment in hypnosis. The crucíal
theoretical issue at present is whether internal', mental

forces as opposed to social psychorogical forces can best
account for hypnotic conduct. Among the lead.ing investi-
gators, Hilgard and orne posit that hypnotic phenomena are

i:.ilj.|..:.

Ir
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different from other forms of sociar psychologicar behavior
and require explanation ín terms of special states. sarbin
and Barber, on the other hand., view hypnotic conduct as simi-
lar to other social conduct and offer the same social psycho-
logical concepts to expraÍn hypnosis as they offer for other
kinds of behavior (Barber, 1969¡ sarbin & Anderson, 1967¡

Sarbin & Coe, Lg72). The present stud.y is designed to shed

light on the speciat state versus social psychorogícal con-
troversy by investigating processes which mighË be invorved
in the phenomenon called posthypnotic amnesia,.
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. CHAPTER TÏ

POSTHYPNOTTC AMNESIA

Posthypnotic amnesia is a special type of forget,-
ting- unlike a "loss of memory due to brain injury , fa-
tigue, shock, repression¡ or ilInessr,, posthypnotic am-

nesía refers to the forgetting of events as a resurt of
a direct suggestion to forget while the subject is hyp-
notized (Cooper , !972, p. 21g). The fact that amnesj-c

subjects recover the material so quickly after they are
told that they can remember mitigates against the possí-
bilÍty that posthypnotic amnesia is the result of normar

forgetting (Nace, Orne, & Hammer I Lg74) . It is not like
never havíng learned the material in the first placei nor
is it the result, of poor memory (Bowers I rg75; Hilgard.
L966'.) .

Current Theoretical Views

There is a lack of consensus amongi current theo-
rists regarding the processes or mechanisms which may be

. invorved ín posthypnotic amnesia. _ Neodissociation theory

._ and role theory, two current theories which have been gel-
\

erally applied to explain other hypnottc phenomena, have

boÈh attempted to explain the process of posthypnotic
amnesia
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L976) neodissociation theory is a modi-fieij version of
classical dissoclation theory. rnterpreting hypnosis as

a díssociative stat.e impries that hypnotic behavior is
the result of an isoration, both physiologilalry and-t
psychologically, of some cognitions from the total per-
sonarity. The theory postulated. various cognitive pro-
cesses which occur simultaneously but remain functionally
separated from each other in awareness. Hypnotic respon-
siveness, then, is the result of various mentar systems

operating independ.ently and. separatellr (dissociated) from
one another; the dissociative process being activated by
the hypnotic induction.

Neod.issociation theory is quLte distinct from
classicar dissociatíon theory in two major !,üays. The

theory does not emphasize the physiological separation of
systems to Lhe extent found in classical dissociatÍon theory.
The main focus of neodissociation theory is upon the sepa-
ration in cognitive systems. Further, for neodissociatíon
theory the d.issociation in cognitive systems is not con-
sidered to result in a complet.e insulation of one system
from another^'which had been proposed. hy classical dissocia-
tion theory. Thereforêr â dissociated system is not viewed
as being completely unaffected by the actions occurring in
other systems, The main point, herein, lies in the fact
that the present study is not testing:the contentÍons of
classical d.issociation theory.
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Neodissociat.ion theory views hypnotic suggestions
for amnesia, analgesia, age-regression, halrucination, etc.
as responsible for activaËing mentar processes which split,
(dissociate) subjectsr conscious, cognitive system into
separate subsystems with barriers established around por-
tions of each system (seeoFigure 1). For example, one

system, cognition A, remains completely aware of the mate-
rial the subject was instructed to forget or the pain
he/she was suggested not to feel. However, this informa-
tion in cognition A is unavailable to the personrs aware-
ness because of a barrier (Barrier I). Reporting Cognition
A is therefore not possible. The barier can be penetrated
however, through the use of cerÈain hypnotic techniques,
automatic talJcing or aut.omatic writing. The hypnotíst
símply must suggest that upon a cue the subject will become

avrare and able to report (verbal1y or written) about the
materiar in cognition A. rf automatic talking or automatic
writing is not suggested, the barrier remains intact and the
subject presumably remains unaware of what is occurring ín
cognition A. Hirgard has l,aberled this type of communication
with the metaphor of the "hidden observer.', His recent
studies on pain have utilized. subjectsr report,s in the ,,hidden

observer" cond.ition as sources of data (Hilgard, Morgan, &

MacDonald, 1975; Knox, Morgan, & Hilgard., lg74) .

A second cognitive system in Figure Lt cognition B,

remaLns open to:awareness and normal communication, but sub_

jects are una\,vare that cognition A continues to remember or
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Barri.er I
i

IBàrrier 2

FÍgure 1. A Schematíc Representation of Hilgard's Neo-dÍssociation Theory Appried to nypnotic Analgesia(from Hilgard , l-97 4) .- -
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feel pain because a second barrier, Barrier 2, exists
, between these two mentar systems. since thís barríer is

assumed to remain intact even when "hidd.en observer,' re-
ports are called forth, cognition B is never compretery
av¡are of the ínformation in Cognition A.

Neodissociation tþeory further postulates that
the information in cognit.ion A is not completery insulated
from cognition B. The simultaneous activities of each
system may show interference with each other. The inter-
ference'may occur because the barrier, Barrie:: 2, between
the two systems is slightly permeable. some information
from cognitior A, then, can seep through to cognition B.

This assumption attempts to account for the fact that
hypnotic subjects are not completely amnesic or analgesic.
Thus, the amnesic material, unavairable for verbal report-
ing because of Barrier r, can interfere with other memory

processes. The assumption of a permeable barrier differs
from classicar dissociation theory which assumed that the
informaLion in cognition A was completely insulated. from
the conscious mental system. The assumption brings neo-
dissociation theory in line with findings from st.ud.ies of
posthypnotic amnesia which indicate that the amnesic mate-
rial is available on certain memory tasks

Neod.issociation ttreory emptoys a mentalist.ic model

to exprain hypnotic conduct. such a model carries with
it certain assumptions about hypnosis which affect how the
processes involved. in posthypnotic amnesia are explained.l
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First, ,'hypnosis 
r " ',hypnotic induction r " and the

suggestion for amnesia is assumed to be the necessary ante-
cedent condition for activating the dissociative process.
subjects must be in a "trance" or an "altered state,, in
order for the separation in mental syst,ems to occur on

' command. Thus, the hypnot,ic suggestion to forget, gÍven
by the hypnotist, is responsibre for the materiar being
dissociated from the verbal report. once the trance is
lífted, once the subject is given the agreed upon cue that
he/she can now remember, the syste¡ns are no longer separated
and the subject remembers

I- second, subjects are viewed as passive organisms

to whom things happen. They become victÍms of hypothetical
mental structures beyond their voLitional control. rt is
their mental structures which insulate the matería1 from

awareness

Third, the modelts focus for investigation is límíted
t'o the study of individuals and their mental structures. The

phenomena of posthypnotic amnesia are explained. only by

"...entering the individual to scrutinize his cognitive pro-

_' 'cesses!' (coe & sárbin, rg77, Þ. 13). when attention is
broad.ened to include contextual variables within the hyp-
notic setting, they are consid.ered as artifacts which must

be ignored or controlled in order to obtain evidence about

the "essence" of hypnosis, that is, the theoretical mental
processes. rn orde:: to emphasize this t.hird point, evidence

ì.'.. L-.
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from Hilgard's pain stud.ies will be briefry discussed.
Hilgard et al. (L975) and Knox et a1 . (]-g74) have found
that subjects,given the hypnotic suggestion for analgesia
províde two different reports about, their pain experiences.
!{hen asked for the usual hypnotic report subjects report
feeling little or no pain. However, when subjects report
through their "hidden observer', ùhere is a significant
increase ín reported. pain experiences. These contrad.ictory
reports Ïrave led Hilgard (1974, 1976) to posturate a d.ís-
sociation process underlying hypnotic analgesia. The normal
hypnotic cognitive system, consistent wíth the hypnotic sug-
gestion for analgesia, fairs to experience pain, whereas the
hidden part, the dissociated cognitive system, remains a!üare

of pain experiences.

However, sinee Hirgard. has faired to cont::or for
contextual variabl-es, like the communicatíon of expectancies
to his subjects, these varying reports might simply be d.ue

to subjects perceiving what is requÍred of them. For examp,te,

prior to experiment.al manipulations, Hilgardrs subjects are
traÍned to report. from their "hidden observer.,, During train-
ing they are given the following instructíons:

"When I place my hand on your shoulder,
I sha1.l be abLe to talk to a hidden
par! of you that knows things are going
on in your body, things that are uñknown
to the part of you to which I am now talk-ing._ The part to which I am talking will
not know what you are telling me or even
that you are taIking...you will remember
that there is a part of you that knows
I?ly things that are going on that may be
hídden from your normal conscíousness or
lhe hypnotized. part of you. " (fnox et aI.,
L97 4 , p. 842,) .
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These inst.ructíons appear to communicate that differing
reports are expected. Sheehan and, perry (L976) quote
Sacerdote (1970) on this point: "After aIl, the experi_
menter wants him (the subject) to have anesthesia, wants
him to deny anesthesia; therefore he does both things.
rn other words, he is comçlying very werl; he is proving
that he can use the dissociation to prove the point that
the experimenter wants to prove, whire at the same time
being comfortable with his anesthesia,, (pp. 66-67) .

R?le trt"ory. sarbin's role theoretical approach

to hypnotic phenomena is an application of the dramaturgi-
caI model to exprain hypnotic conduct. This model views
hypnosis as role enactment (Coe, ìn press; Coe & Sarbin,
rg77; sarbin & Anderson, Lg67; sarbin & coe, rgTz). The

role'metaphor, is used to ind.icate that the actions of
hypnotists and subjects are in large part d.ependent upon

the situations in which both participants +re trying to
enact reciprocal- roles. The validity or convincingness

of their rore enactments, for example, the way ín which

subjects respond to suggestions of amnesia, analgesía, age-
regression, hallucination, and so forth, depends upon

several variables which operate in the setting

r to hypnotic role
enactment, that. is, before subjects can be amnesic, anal-
gesic, halrucinatory, etc., the role to be enacted must be

recognized (see Figure 2). Subjects must assess environ-
mental cues which alert then to t,he role expected by the

| ': ::;.: : iì
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hypnotist. This process of identifying the experimenter
as a hypnotist, the seÈting as one where hypnosis is
expected, and assessing oners reciprocar role as hypnotic
subject, is called role location. simultaneously wíth role
location, the hypnotic rore is evaluated for its degree
of correspondence with subjects' values, desires, beliefs,
interests, etc. This process is called sel{-role congru-
ence. They compare theÍr ideas of what enactiñg the role
will invorve (role expectations) with their beriefs about
themselves. The d.egree to which being hypnot.ized, amnesic,
or analgesíc is congruent with their view of themselves
will in part determine their decision to enact the rore
of hypnotized. subject.

once role location and self-role congruence have
been established role enactment begins. The guality of
role enactment is further determined by other variables
operating within the hypnotic context. Role expectatioñs
incorporate the knowledge about what behaviors and actions
are expected and appropr:iate for the hypnotic ro1e. sub-
jects may enter the hypnotic sett.ing with preconceptíons
about what behaviors wirl be expected. once in the rore,
the hypnotist provides furÈher expectations during the
ind.uction and during each suggestion. The more accurate
the subjectfs preconceptions and perceptions of the hyp-
notistrs expectations for hypnotic behavior, other things
being equal, the more convincing wilL be his/her enactment

i:'.

t': ,

l,'ti:l

ì.:.:':

i;: -
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of the role. Èole démâ4de refer to impricit expectations
and propriety 

""r-" **t 
"perate within the hypnotic con-

text I e.g-, attempting to help the experiment work, pleas-
ing the experimenter, cooperating in the name of science,
and so on- Any one of these demand.s may result in subjects
modifying their behavior , for example, reporting that they
cannot' remember, when privately they do, in order to please
the experímenter. Role-relevant skills are cognitive and

motor skí1ls or abilities which are necessar y Lo perform
various role expectations. Taking an ,,as if ,, attitud.e and.

the ability to concentrate seem to be important skills for
hypnotic role enactment. The ability.to develop cognitive
strategies like refocusing attention or engaging in imagl-
nation may also help subjects experience amnesia or anal-
gesia. The reinforcing properties of the aucieilce refers
to feedback, usually from the hypnotist, which provid.es

consensual validation and reinforcement for subjectsr role
enactments. Thus, subjects may not report rememberirg,
even though they remember, because the hypnot.ist reínforces
their not reportíng.

Role theorists make distinctly different assump-

tions about processes underlying posthypnotic amnesía than
do neodissociationists (coe, in press; sarbin & coe , ]-g72).

First, the experience of posthypnotic amnesia is
multi-determined. several antecedent and concurrent varí-
ables are postulated as determinants of amnesic role enact-
ment. The hypnotic suggestion to forget is viewed. as one
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aspect'of the total context. lthether or not subjects will
report amnesia depends upon the accuracy of role location
and role expectation, congruence of self and. role, adequate
cognitive and motor ski1ls, sensitivity to demand charac-
teristics within the setting, and the reinforcing property
of the audience. t

second, subjects are viewed as active, exproring,
doíng organisms. They infruence the context in which their
behavior occurs and exert control over their conduct. such
a view assumes that subjects are udoÍng somethíng,, in order
not to remember or not to report. subjects may be actively
engaged in cognitive strategies that aim at keeping, the
amnesié material at minimal levels of avairability - or the
material may be completely available and. for some reason
subjects simply refrain from reporting. subjects' decisions
to develop cognitive strategies or to wit.hhold reports are a

function of the reinforcement received from the hypnotist
and the operation of propriety norms (e.g., face saving norms,
norms d.esigned to prevent embarassement to others, recí-
prociety norms, etc.).

Third, although role theory- emphasizes individual.
differences ín role enactment, the primary focus for invest,i-
gation is upon the total context, not just the índividual.
Explaining posthypnotic amnesia requires assessment of t.he

variables which operate among subject, hypnotist, and hyp-
notic sett,ing. The essential question asked about self
reports is not what mental subsystem is separated. from others,
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but rather, under what conditions will subjects report
what they- know (Coe, in press).

Empírica1 Investigations 
I

Two general types of measures have\o".r, emproyed

to assess posthypnotic amnesia. Barber (tgø\Z) and. Norris
(1973) have labelred them"direct and indirect measures;

coe (1976) has calted them measures which can be easíIy
mod.if ied and measure's which are dif f icult to modify.
Easily modified methods include simple recalr and reeogni=
tion, while d.ífficurt ,to modify measures include physio-
logical,monitoring and subtre memeory tasks like word

association and retroactive inhibition tests. coe (l-g76)

has relabelled these measu,res in ord.er to emphasize his
rore theory which asserts that amnesic subjects actually
have. the "amnesic" mat,eriar avairable for reporting but
comply with the hypnotic sugg-estion to forget by either
purposely refraining from reportíng or by doing something

to prevent themsel-ves from thinking about the material.
usÍng coers terminology, subjects can easiry keep the
amnesic'materiar "secret" r,{hen it is apparent that memory

is beíng tested (é.g., on recall and reòognition tásis).
On indi:rect measures like word associat.ion tests it becomes

'

more difficurt for subjects to maíntain their "secretive-
ness" because of the subtlety involved in the testing pro-
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when the evidence for posthypnot,ic amnesia is
collected by easily modified, methods (recall and recogni-
tion), good hypnotjc subjects usually demonstrate complete
amnesia (e.g,, HuIl, 1933). However, when difficult to
modify measures are emproyed amnesia is far from complete,
even in good hypnotic subjects (Barber, Lg62; Hull, 1933).
That is, material which is presumabry unavailable to the
subjects as measured by easily modified measures shows

itself on difficult to mod.ify measures.

Recent research has continued to demonstrate that
amnesia is far from complete when evaruated with difficurt
to modify measures. Norris (]-g73) used a test_retest pro_
cedure of the Otis ïe test in a practice effects paradigm.
subjects were given practice on the test during the first
session. Posthypnotic amnesia was suggested to some sub-
jects for this session. All subjects were then tested a

second time. Norris assumed that if, posthypnotic amnesia
v/as complete hypnotic subjects shourd not demonstrate a
practice effect, that is, their second test scores should
not increase as mr¡ch as those of nonamnesic subjects. No

effect of suggested amnesia was found. HypnotÍc subjects 
:

increased'in re performance as much as waking-motivated
subjects who were given amnesic instructions and as waking
subjects who were not gíven amnesic instructions at all.

Two other studies, Thorne (1969) and. Thorne and.

Hall (L974), employed. a variant of the word association

::',



test- stimulus words were paired with Iow probability
associates. For example, the high probability associa-
tion "Tabre-chair" was replaced. with an association that
would rarery occur spontaneously "Table-Manners.,, The

subjects learned severar rare associatíons and were given
the hypnotic suggestÍon t3 forget them. The investigators
reasoned, that if the subjects vrere truly amnesic thelz
would respond to the stimulus word with its high probabil-
ity associate rather than the rare association they had

learned. The rare associations, hovrever, vrere not com-
pletely eliminated in either study, thereby indicating
that amnesia suggestions do not functlonally ablate the
material from subjectsr memory

hrere used: (1) a hypnotized group given mot,ivatíng i_n-

structions to forget, (2) a waking group given motivating
instructions to forget, (3) a waking group given non-
motivating instructions to forget. The findíngs were that
the hypnotic-motivated subjects responded with more rare
associations (showed less amnesia) than either the waking-
motivated or the wakingi-nonmotivated subjects. That hyp-
notic subjects showed significantly less amnesia was an

unexpected finding. Thorne speculated that this resurt.
night have been due to the permissively worded amnesia

instructions and the subjects limited. personal contact, with
the experimenter. Thorne and HalI (Lgl4) replicated and.

extended, the 1969 study to include a test, of two different
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instructions, permissively worded and authoritativery
worded. - using similar subject groups, the findings were
more in line with past research. The hypnotic-motivated
group and the waking-moÈivated group showe{ equal amounts
of rare associations but fewer than trre wailing-nonmoti- ., ,

i,-vated group" The task-motivated. groups, regardless of
whether they \^/ere trypnotized., vrere more amnesic than the
nonmotivated group but the amnesia was far from complete ,', ,,,,,

whether the instructions were permissive or authoritative 
:1'' ':::::'

however, did not make a dif ference ',,, ','.,

Wil1iamsen, Johnson, and. Ericksen (1965) used.

both difficult to modify and easily modified measures to 
:

assess Lhe effects of suggested amnesia. Their subjects
ìlearned. six critical words. The subjects were divid.ed

into three groups: hypnotic, simulati*g, and control. 
l

iHypnotic subjects \^rere given the suggestion to forget the. 
iwords, simulators v/ere instruct.ed to act ,,as-if ,, they had 
i

forgotten the words, and control subjects r^/ere not hyp-
ir, :1 .: 

-:-: 
,notízed or given amnesic instructions. The easy to modify it, ,,:rl

-:.._...,ìlmeasures íncluded a recall and recognitíon test in which .,,r,',,,',,:,

the six criticar words and six neutral words were presente.d. 
:

subjects r¡'ere asked if they had seen any of the words pre-
viously. The dífficult t.o modify measures included a par- j,,-_*.,,"

tialwordstestandaword'associationtest.Thepartial

words test'consisted of presenting parts of the six critica.r
and six neutrar words to the subject for recognition. ïn the



vtord association test, first associates of the six criti-
cal words and six neutral words were presented. The sub-
ject,s were instructed. to ::espond as quíckly as possible
with the fÍrst word that came to mind. Highly susceptible
subjects recalled and recognized significant.ly fewer words
than waking control subjecls, a fínd.ing in accordance with
past research using easily modified measures. However,

they failed to show,al{ ef,fect of amnesia on t,he dífficult
to modify word association test and the partiar words test.
simulators, however, demonstrated signifio.antly more amnesia

than either the waking or hypnotic subjects on all tests for
amnesia- The fact that simulators"showed such a large extent
of amnesia has been atÈributed to the fact that thelr usually
overplay their role. The investigators concruded that hyp-
notic induct.ion, e.g., the presence of "trancer,' was re-
sponsíble for the performance diff.erences of hypnotic subjects
compared to waking and simulating subjects. Accounting for
the fact that good. hypnot,ic subjects failed to show amnesia

on difficult to modify measures, these investigators argued

that the hypnotic suggestion for amnesia is specíf,ic to test,:
situat.ions where it is apparent that memory will be evaruat:ed,
ríke' recall and recognitÍon tests. simitrar to mentatristic
theorists, these,interpretations implied that hypnosis pro-
duced. internal changes in subjects and these changes were

responsible for hypnotic subjects amnesi,c performance.

Barber and calverry (1966) have criticized the
!{illiamsen et al. study on the basis that subjects lt¡ere

i.i.:!. :,:ri,ì;! ,.1



presented different instructions. They argued that since
hypnotic subjects were given instructions to forget, simu-
lators were asked to pretend to forget, and waking controls
$¡ere given no suggest.ions to forget, it was unclear whether
the performance d.ifferences were d.ue to hypnosis or the dif-
ferent ins.tructions. Barber and Calverly (1966) have repli_
cated and extended wilrianLen's eÈ al. study controlling for
the confounding which they believed occurred in the earlier
study- Both hypnotic and nonhypnotic subjects h¡ere given
one of the following four instructions: (a) authoritatively
worded suggestions for amnesia, (b) permissively word.ed sug-
gestions for amnesia, (c) instructions to simulate amnesia,

and (d) no suggestions for amnesia. ïn general, their find-
ings indicated that hypnotic and waking subjects given sug-
gestions for amnesia demonstrated. more amnesia on recal,I and

simpre rec.ognition tesÈs. than hypnotic and waking controls
given no suggestion for amnesia. No differences between

these groups occurred on the difficult to modify measures.

Furt.her, they found that hypnotic and waking subjects given
instructions to simulate showed amnesia on arl tests.

Arthough t.hei; findings were similar to the find-
ings of vfilliamsen et a1., their additional controls arlowed
for a different interpretation of the result.s. contrary to
williamsen et ê1., Barber and calverly concluded that a hyp-
notic induction or "trance" was not necessary to produce

differences in performance on tests for amnesia. They

pointed out that the important factor in producing amnesia

t,.
..:'::],:
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$tas whether or not subjects were given suggestions or
instructions to forget. The findings suggested that,
regardless of whether subjects were hypnotized, test
performances were dependent upon whether or not they

. h¡ere asked to simulate, given suggestions for amnesia,
or given no suggestions for amnesia.

Another find.ing ,=o* Barber and. Ca1verly's study

i, tt" that hypnotic and. waking amnesic subjects reported in
a post-experimental interview that they were partialry
a\â/are of the presumabry amnesic materiar. They reported
having thought of the materiar off and on throughout the
experiment - a finding which suggests that the ,,forgotten,,

materiál was available for reporting and was not reported.
studies using a retroactive inhibition paradigm

have arso d.emonstrated that the presumably ',forgotten,,
materiar is still avairable to the subject for reporting
(Coe, Basden, Basden, & Graham, Lg76; Coe, Taul, Basen,

& Basden, 1973; Graham & patton, L96g; Mitchell, Lg32) .

The basic paradigm requires subjects to learn a list of
words or nonsense syllables (List A) before they are hyp-

...
notízed., then a different list (f,ist e) while they are
hypnotized. They are given the suggestion to forget Líst B.

rf List B is not available as a result of the hypnotic sug-
gestion, it should not interfere with the recall or re-
learning of List A. subjects shoutrd recall or relearn
List A faster than subjects not given the suggestion to
forget List B. However, none of the above studies fo



differences between amnesic and nonamnesic subjects on

these measures. The same retroactive effects occurred
reg:ardress of the subjectrs treatment condition.

spanos (Lg7r) conducted a pilot stFdy to d,iscover
wl.at hyp,notic subjects might be doing to malntain their
amnesia- He found that hypnotic subject,s al.spr.ying

I

amnesia on his easily mod,ified measure tended. to d.evelop

cognitive strategies, like, imagining the material had d.is-
appeared, which allowed. them to experience amnesia. Those

hypnot'ic subjects who failed to demonstrat.e arnnesia did not
engage in such cognitive activities. spanos and Ham (Lg73)
have replicated and. extended spanos, earlier stud.y. They 

.

reported that 7s percent, of their hypnoÈic subjects who

passed their easily modified recall criterion for selective
amnesia and. 75 percent of the control subjects who passed

the amnesia criterion said that they had been partially
aware of the material. when a1l 40 subjects rn¡ere consid-
ered, regardless of whether or not they passed. the amnesia

criterion, only two hypnotic subjects and. three contror sub-
jecÈs reported actually experiencing comprete amnesia.

Another finding from the study indicated. that the majoríty
- of hypnotic and control subjects who showed amnesia were

actively engaged. in some cognitíve strategy aimed at keeping
the material out of awareness, e.g., re-focusing of attention
or imagining the materiar had disappeared. subjects who were
not amnesic d,id not engage in suchr strategies.
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Taken together, the above findings suggest, thaË
amnesic subjects are not reporting alr they remember and

they might be aided. in this task by activery engaging in
cognitive straLegies in order to keep the material at.

minimal leveIs of availabirity. Thus, in most cases,
posthypnotic amnesia appea¡s as an active process which
reduces the ability to recall.

Both Bowers (1966) and Khilstrom and. Evans (Lg76)
have argued that the failure of hypnotic subjects to verba-
lize presumably amnesíc,material is more than their activÍty
to meet the contextual demands which lead them to employ

cognitive skill.s or to purposely withhold informatíon. They

claim that the inabirity to remember is the result of being
in a "trancer" an artered state of consciousness, which is
induced by hypnosis and which prod.uces a disruption in sub-
jectsr abilitìes to retrieve information. Attempts to sup-
port these assertions have been made by altering the con-
textual d.emands praced upon amnesic subjects. Their reason-
ing is that if subjects are amnesic because of an altered
stater er a disnuption in cognitive systems, then they wirl
remain amnesic even when contextual d,emand.s are created to
encourage more reporting.

Bowers (1966) attempted to alter contextual demands

by deceiving subjects into believing that the experiment to
measure amnesia had terminated when in fact. it had not; his
assumptio.n !.¡as that such a manipulation would remove impticit

:::..1i::;l
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situational demands for the subjects to appear amnesíc.

Highly susceptible subjects were divided into two groups:

simurators and hypnotic. - one experimenter (81) hypnotized

subjects and. ad.ministered a posthypnotic suggestion that
they were to generate a series of sentences to picture
ca¡:d.s beginning every sentence wi-th the pronounds uhe*

and "Èhey. " They also received the posthypnotic sugges-

tion to be amnesíc for the "he-theyi' instructions. A

second experimenter (E) then tested simulating and hyp-

notic subjects on the,-t,ask. Then he,provided subjects with
a false explanation of the experiment, removed his Iab coat,
and. turned off the tape recorder. These procedures were

meant to convince subjects that the experiment was over.

However, the posthypnotic suggestion for amnesia had noÈ

been removed. The first experimenter t,hen returned. and.

asked subjects to speak with a third experimenter who was

supposedly conducting,a pilot study for another experiment.

The third experímenter I s rear purpose rÂ/as to ask a standard

set of questions aimed at probing subjects' memoríes of

"he-they. "

All of tfie, simulating subjects reported the amnesic

material while only six hypnotic subjects reported t,he mate-

ríal. Thus, eight of the fourteen hypnotic subjects remaj-ned

amnesic d.espite contextual changes which apparentty rein-
forced. remembering. Bowers (1966) concluded. that the dif-
ference Ín verbal reports between simulating and hypnotic

i:: 1.::. 
_ì i1:,.
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subjects raised doubts that posthypnotic amnesia was a
conscious attempt to conceal material which was avairable
for reporting. The failure of hypnotic subjects to report
the amnesic material despite contextual demand.s which re-
inforced reporting suggest,ed that the information was not
consciously available. .

: 
However, Bowerrs concrusions shourd be qualified

because of possibre methodological probrems.. some d.ata

from the study questìons whether his conditions convinced
subjects that the experirnent had terminated.. The first
experimenter telephoned, all subjects after the experíment
to inquire whether or not, they believed the experiment had,

terminated when the second experimenter told them the ex-
periment was over. Three hypnotic subjects and. five simu-
lators reported that they did not believe the experiment
had ended. Two other hypnotic subjects reported in a manner

which was imposs5-bre to classify objectivery. The fact. that
at reast eight subjects v¡ere not convinced that the experi--
ment v¡as over raises suspicions that the context had. been

altered as was claimed. Barber (I969) also criticized. the
study. He argued that the findings could reflect the effect
of the different instructions which were administ,ered, to the
two subject groups rather,than any special characteristic of
hypnosis. For example, hypnotic subjects were told to forget
white simulating subjects $¡ere asked to pretend Èo forget.
since instructions to fake clearry impry that subjects should
not experience what is suggested, simulators $rere given the
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implicit instruction to not forget. rt is therefore
possible that simulators did not t.ry to experience the
posthypnotic suggestion for amnesia in the same way as

hypnotic subjects did., e.g., there was no reason for them

to use cognitive strategies to keep from remembering. The

performance differenceb between the two grbups could there-
fore be interpreted as due to the different inst,ructions
rather than to the presence or absence of ,,trance.r,

Khilstrom and Evans (L976) attempted to develop

experimental manipulations which might motivate amnesic,

hypnotic subjects to report more of the 'forgotten,, mate-

rial. similar to Bowers (1966), these investigators assumed

that the subjects' failure to report the material was the

result of a disruption in Lheir cognitive systems. They

reasoned that if the posthypnotic amnesia r^ras merely the

resurt. of subjects complyi-ng with the contextual demands

by either actively suppressing the material or willingly
refraining from reporting it, then altering the demands to
encourag'e more reporting should result in more reporting.
They measured subjects recall at three times: once (Test 1)

following the hypnotic suggestion to forget, a second time
(Test 2) followíng mot.ivating instructions to report raore,

and a,third time (Test 3) after the hypnotic suggestion had

been cancelled. After subjects received the first recalr
test they vrere presented with one of the three motivating
instructions: (a) the cue group \Á/ere told to list what Èhey

remembered in chronological order, (b) the challenge group

.ì:r' :: : :j
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ltrere told to exert more effort in recarl, and. (c) the
honesty group r¡¡ere requested t.o be sure not to fail to
report what they actuarly remembered. A fourth group,
the retest group, acted as a control. They were merely
asked to recall a second time

Xfiítstrom and Evans reported that highty sus-
ceptibre subjects in all groups recalled more material
on the second recall than they had on the first. They

also reported signifícantly more material on the third
recall after the posthypnot,ic suggestion v¡as lifted (see

Figure 3). The results showed that the three motivating
instructions did not enhance recarl to a greater ext,ent

than the retest instructions.
Within the four groups, half of these subjects

(breakdown g::oup) recalled significant.ly more material
when tested. the second time, though significantly more

new material was also reported on Test 3. The other half
(maintain group) reported. rittle new material on Test z,

erial on Test 3

(see Figure 4). There were no significant differences
in recarr between retest and motivating groups f,olr either
breakdown or maintain subjects

To summarize the f ind.ings, there lrrere Ro signi-
ficant differences in increased recall between the subjects
who received motivating instructions (cue, challengêr hon-

esty) or retest instructions when the sample was consid.ered

as a whole or dichotomized into breakdown or maintain groups.

' :..,.

tl rt t l*..r::,.':;tri-i
:r_. i. .' :

:. , ' j
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Further' despit'e improvement in recall 0n Test 2 by somesubjects -in all four instructional groups, they stills.rrowea considerable and sisniricanr";;;;"": recallwhen amnesia was lifred (resr 3) , rherebv ;;;."-ins rhara pool'of items remained to be recalled when *rr""r. ,."lifted. Thus, the inves*in¡+.^_^ 
"---'¡ q¡r

rvestigators concluded that the moti_vating insÈructions given prior to Test , ,... ;;_.-cient to abolish the effect of the . 
I'v¡s

enrirelv or ro be anv more errecri":-; ji:"ï"';:r... 
,,

The invesrigarors inrerprered rhe rinaing; ;""'seríously guesrioning a socíar-p=o"n"r"no..;..;.."., 
roletheory) explanati-on of the processes involved in post_hYPnotic 

¿ ---vveçÈ ¿rrvorved inamnesia' They argued that the motivating insÈruc_tions (cue, challengê, honesÈy) should have changed sub_jects' expectations and role reguirements a" an" degreethat nstriking' alterations in test n"rr";;.. 
"" an.second recall test should have occurred compared. ;: ;_jects within rhe reresr group. The tack 

", ;; srrikinsincreasesafÈerinstructionserrcoura-*-_
wrrh Èhe racr rhar sisnirican*y _",lil;:ï:ii":î;::..

r the hypnotic suggesti-on was 
'ifted, suggested ." ;;";thar posrhvpñoric amnesia cannor be inrer"r.;:;;" a willfulsuppressionlof recall or simpry an unwillingness to verba_tize' That is, if posrhypnoric amnesia ,."';;";;:"-wirlfur suppression rhen subjecrs ,;; ,".e moriv";.a ro re_call more should have reporÈed considerably *"; ;;";;subjects whr

. 
c v/ere simply askef, to recall a second time.
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Further, motivated subjects shourd not have shown such a

significant. increase in recall during Test 3. The find-
ings confirmed for Khilstrom and Evans that amnesic items
are actually unavailable for recall because of a disrup-
tion in subjectst cognitive systems.

The Khilstrom and. Evans study is not free from
criticism. They d.id not employ a contror group for the
passage of time alonei a group which received no instruc-
tions but were allowed to continue tryÍng to remember for
the same amount of tÍme as the other inst.ructional groups

before amnesia was removed. without. this control it re-
mains unclear whether arl four instructions, íncluding the
so-caltred contror group (retest), were equally motivating,
or whether the amount of recall was just a function of time.

A second problem !'¡as that their mot,ivatíng -instruc-
tions r^rere simpllz claimed to be effective in persuadíng more

reporting. They provided no empirical evidence for this
claim in the way of pre-experimental testing or any other
method. Thus, before the results can be interpreted to
support. their view, convincing evidence for the effects of
the motivating instructions as craimed. must be presented.

Howard. (Appendix A) , for example, performed. a pre-
experímental check on his proposed, contextual alterations
in order to demonstrate that they were powerfur enough to
cause amnesic subjects to report more. The pre-experimental

check was performed in order to eliminate the same criticism
as the one levered above at Khilstrom and Evansr study.
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rn Howardrs pre-experimentar check the amount of
amnesíc material reported by nonhypnotized, task-motivated
subjects was evaluated und.er three contexts: (a) no poly
in which subjects were merely asked. to recalr what they
remembered' (b) pory alone in which subjects r^/ere asked. to
recall while connected to^a polygraph, and. (c) poly/tone
in which subjects $/ere asked to recall while connected to
a porygraph which produced a tone sound indicating a non-
tnuthf:ur report when they told the experíment.er they courd
not remember anything: .else

A significant increase in the reporting ÌÄ¡as found,

under the poly alone condition compared to the no pofy con-
dition. Recall for subjects within the poly /tone condition
d.id not differ significantly from either no poly or poly
alone subjects. The concrusion was that asking subjects
to recall while connected. to a polygraph would create a
potent contextuar demand, which should also encourage hyp-
notic subjects to report more.

Khilstrom and Evans (Lgi,76) could have cond.ucted a
similar pre-experimentar check on their motivating instruc-
tions. lilithout such a check there is no evidence that their
motivating instructions were powerful enough to "strikingily"
alter hypnotic subjectsr expectations.

At present, int.erpretations of Khilstrom and Evans,

data in either a role theoretical or neodissociative direc-
tion could. be offered.. while they argue that the data sup-
port a cognitive disruption expranation of posthypnotíc
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amnesia, role theorísts could. d.isagree on the basis that
all of the instructions had the effect of increasing recall
and, therefore "breaching" amnesia, especially for those sub-
jects who were initially amnesic and then reported more (the
breakdown group). The instructions appeareJ ao have a

.ipowerfu1effectonthemwhichsuggeststhatmanysubjects

v¡ho are amnesic on easily mod.ified measures have much of
the material available and that they can be persuaded to
report it given the appropriate conditions.

Even though changes in context may result in changes
in reports of amnesic material, there remaÍns the question of
what processes within the subject are affected by changes Ín
context. Apparently, something is taking place within sub-
jects which is modified by the changes in context. some

sort of internal processes may be occurring and it is of
interest to investigate them.

Recent research by Bodorik and. Spanos (Lg77,l and

Spanos and. Bodorik (Ig77) suggests what Èhese processes may

be. Their studies assessed hypnotic subjects, experiences
during posthypnotic amnesia. They asked subjects whether or
not they had tried to forget and then attempted. to discover 

:

what strategies they may have emproyed to maintain amnesia.

The result was that amnesic subjects who reported that. they
tried to forget said that they had remembered. the material
but, had arso developed cognitive strategies Èo keep it un= :

available for verbal report. amne'sic subjects who said they
did not try to forget, whether or not they remembered. the
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material, reported that they were unable to verbalize the
material.- 

r

I

Amnesic subjects who tried to forget maintaíned.
their amnesia by either: (a) choosing not tg verbalize

Ithe material' (b) act.ivery forcing the wordsi out of aware-t----
ness (word suppression) , o: (c) distractirrg Lrr.*selves from
the material. subjects *å utu not try to remember reported
that they: (a) tried to verbarize the material but experi-
enced their throat or jaw as stuck and therefore unable to
salz the material, (b) felt no desire to make an effort to
remember, being too relaxed. to bother, or (c) felt relaxed
and that the material had disappeared

similar to other investigators (Barber & carverly,
1966; spanos, LgTl; spanos & Ham, rg73), the above findings
suggest that most amnesic subjects do not completery forget

rateriar. rt appears to be availabre, atbeitthe amnesíc n appears to be

fleetingly, to their awarenessi again suggesting that amnesic
subjects are not reporÈing alr that they remember. The unÍque-
ness of their investigations, however, lies in the discovery
that amnesic subjects apparently have different experiences
during posthypnotic amnesia. some subjects take an active
part Ín maintaining their amnesia (e.g., suppression) while
others experience themselves as having no rore in causing
the material to leave awareness. some subjects experience
it as an effortful process requiring the use of cognitive
skills to maintain amnesia, while <ithers experience it as
a passive process; somethíng happening¡ to them which produces
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an inability to remember or to report. Depending on the
individual, then, posthypnotic amnesia may be experienced
as a voluntary or Ínvolunt,ary pro-cess.

These subjective differences might be responsible
for the observed differences in verbal reports during con-
textual alterations. Tha! is, arterations in contextual1'

demands may have differentiar effects upon amnesic sub-
jects depending on the way that posthy¡rnotic amnesia is
experienced. The "breakd.own,' and "maintainr, groups in the
Khilst.rom and Evans study, for exampJ-er frây have been made

up of voruntary and involuntary subjects, respectively.
\

Further research is necessarl¡, however, to evaluate this
notion.'

The Bodorik and. Spanos (L977) and Spanos and

Bodorik (l,g77) stud.ies do not provid.e evidence which

clearly supports a neod.issoci.ation theory or a rore theory
interpretation of the processes underlying posthypnot,ic

amnesia. Both theories can presumably account for their
findings

Role theorists could argue that, once again, it
was shown that amensic subjecÈs part^ialry remember, but
when contextual demands encourage not reporting they meet

these demand.s and do noË report. Both voluntary and in-
voluntary subjects courd be viewed as using cognitive
skills with varying degrees of success in order noÈ to
report what they remember when the context. warrants not
:ceporting.

i:
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Neodissociationists could argue that the material
vtas partiarty remembered by most subjects because the bar-
rier established by the dissociative process.is slightly
permeable. some material i-s expected to seep through this
barrier even though subjects are in trance and are experi-
encing a disruption in their cognitive systems. They

account for the differences in subjectsr experiences during
posthypnotie amnesia as resulting from differences in the
intensity of the dissociativ" pro"""=.2 voluntary and. in-
voruntary subjects can be viewed. as,differing on the degree
to which the dissociation separated their cognitive systems.
voluntary subjects are consid.ered to be dissociated to a

weaker'extent than involuntary subjects. rnvoluntary sub-
jects presumably epitomize the d.issociative process, show-
ing almost complete dissociation between cognitive systems,
which neodissociationists beÌieve to be the essence of post-
hypnotÍc amnesia

Statement of the problem

The review of the empirical sÈudies has provided.
observations which raise some interesting questions. sub_
jects pppear to have forgotten when the measure of amnesia

is easily mod.ified, but they do not appear to have forgotten
when the measure is not easily mod.ified.. Difficult to modify
measures indicate that the presumabry amnesic material is
available even though it is not reported on easiry modified
measures. studies also suggest that subjects experience the i .:lii'
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availability of the material as either under voluntary
. or involuntary control. Those who describe their experi-

ences during posthypnotic amnesia as voluntary report that
they actively develop cognitive strategies which keep the
material unavailable for verbal report or they simply do
noÈ report it- subjects- rgho experience posthypnotic
amnesia as involuntary report that something happens to- --- --- J rv¡rts ¡-f r¿¡tv l¿ctlJ!.

them which makes the material unavairabre for reporting.
Even sor whether the experience is voruntary or involun-
tary, most good hlzpnotic subjects do not report the mate-
riar on easily mod.ified measures. The question arises:
vilhat accounts for the amount of reporting? A closer
examination of the processes involved. in posthypnotic
amnesía and their relationship to contextual changes may

provide an answer.

The review of rore theory and. neodissociation
theory suggests directions for research on the issue of
reporting during posthypnotic amnesia. Role theorists
contend that the amnesic materiar is not reported because:
the context encourages not reporting. under such demands,

.- 
good h¡rpnotic subjects comply by eiÈher purposely refrain-
ing from reporting or by emproying cognitive skilrs which
keep their attention from the material. subjects pre-
sumably experience posthypnotic amnesia differently (volun-
tary or invoLuntary) because they differ in the d.egree to
which they can employ skirrs which keep the materiar un-
available, with involuntary subjects being viewed as more
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skill.ful- than voluntary subjects. rnvoluntary su,bjects

appear so skillful that they are capable of not thinki.ng
of t.he niateri-al at all, such that- it seerils to have clis-
appeared. Vol.untary sul:jects, being less skiI1fr.il,
engage ín acbi'vj.ties of whj-ch tlr.ey are qr:ìte av/are, such

es sllppressj-o;r, redirect.ion of att.ent-ior:, or fa-ntasies of
the:Lr jaws being l.ocke<], Role theory r,¡ou-l-d postulate th.a.t

subjects rvil-t einploy their skj.lls to the degree tiraL Lhe

context encourages thern to do so" The mcïe j-t encourrag,es

noi: reporting, the more they wirr ernploy their skil-l.s in
order not to r:eport 

"

Neoclissociati-o*j-stB, horvevern cou[-end that- the
contex-Lua.:1. dem;;nds have rninj-in.rlo if âriy, infruence upon

subjec'ts experiencing posthypnct-i-c amnesi-a-, espcci-alJ-y

involu.nlary su.bjec+;s. The amnc-:sj-c mater-i-al. i s u:rava-iJ..-.
l

abl-e :fo:l ver:Ì:41. r:epo::t l-¡e+c¿.;"us.;e of: a clj-s::;ocj-¿r-ti.on j.n coE-.

nii:j-r¡e systenis. l-i: j-s por;Lul-a'Lec'L fira.t liizpnns.is ¡:ri:rfluce,.3

a dissociated. st.ate whj.ch separ:ates and. -i-sol-ates the am-

¡rc-:s;ic in¡lte:::i.¿,r1 i¡r or:o cocln.j.-tive systern f¡:orit the c,¡¡rscio6s

cog:r'ritive sys'i:ern, subjects aï:e consi<1erec1 to j:e una_v.¡are

of t--he m¿i'Lerial v¡iri.ch is not reported unt-il thej-r allerecl
stat.e is elimj.na-i:ecl by the hyp;lotist" subjective experi*
ences differ cluri-ng posthypnotic amnesia in relation to
the degree of perrreability of the dissocia'Live barr-i-rer.

voluntar:y subjects are considered to h.ave a barrier r,vhich
;

i-s qui-te permeab"l_e, thereby alJ.owi..ng material to enter
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awareness" ïnvoluntary sribjectsr on the other hand, have
almost complete dissociationr âr-r i-rnpermeable barrier, such
tha-t' l-ittl-e if any maierial can corne into ð.wareness.

Thus, rcire theorists view a-mnesíc, hypnotic sub-
jects as doing sorceLhing, usi'g their cogniti-ve skills,
irr a-tte:rç'Ls not Lo .report the ma-teri.¿,rr rvhen the context
encou-Tages not reporti.ng, Iieodissoci.ationists believe
thab subjects âr:e trying to ::emember i:ut canno-t because
their: cognitive systerns have been dissocia-ted.. con.i:exLua.l
demands should have minimal influence on the dissociative
processefi 

"

A rnajor cliff-erence be-Liveen the tv¡o theories i_s

the cleq-ree to v¡h.ich contextri.al <lema-uds a-r,e pr:ed.i.c--.i:ed to
i'nfl.uence the reportíng of presì.rmably arnnesi-c mat.eriar-.
The cliLffereïice ha.s nor- been test-cd. ace:guat.eIy for tv¡o

reasons: (;.) it i.s quesi:íoila.bl-e nhe.Lhci: co¡rLextu¿i.'r_ ile-.
utan¿i-s ,h¡¿vs: l¡een s-i_gnif_i.carri:i.12 inod.j_fieil in p;:ev_.i-ous stu-d.j.c.ç

and (i:r) the effecls of such cte¡nands have not k¡een evaluateci
ín reLat.ír:n ta 'd.iff,erent -i-nternal proces;s;es (rro_lunta.,:,y ancl
..:.trvoLur-ll.ar¡z) . Ther p::obl-em is to evali_1ate the repol-Ling of

.amnesic mat.erial frc¡m :bhe hypotheses gieruera.Led by the
oppos-ing' theoret.ica1 viervs.

|-p:æ_gg e *g!__t¡g__f¡gge n r s L uci y

This study is designed to test the contentions of
role theory versus those of neodissociation theory. Although
some investigators have attempted t.o test these contentions

i i:: :1ì il
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by man j-pulati-ng contextual dernands, the attempts do not

seem to have altered the contexts ad.equately. Either the

contextual changes did not "st::ikingly" alter subjects'

expectatj.ons or role reguj-rements (Xhi1-st.rorn & Evans, J-976)

or subject--s were not convi-5rced. l:y the cont.extual- changes

(i3ov¡ers r 7.966). Further¡ Ð.o invest-i-gatiorr has evaluatecl

the effei:t c¡f contextua'] a]terat-.ions upon su-bjecis with

d.ífferjng su,bjective experiences during Þosthypnotic amnesia

(voluntary oï invol-un'ca.ry) . The present study proposes to

test the effects of contextual alterations upon verbal re-

¡rorts of hypnoti-c sulrjects v¡ho experj-ence posthypr:otic amne-

sía as volunta:.-y al:d those who experience j-i: as involuntary.

Cond.itj-o¡rs wi:ich mi-ghL: infl-uence the "a.vailability"
of am¡resic rnat.eri.al ¿r:r:e to be examined" The e:o.perimental

p::oc:ed.u::eB a-t'tempt 1:o modify the cleg::ee of rre::l:aI reporti-nq

b\' ¿¿1'l-;er:i.ng tTie c;oirtexts in l¡l¡.j-clr t--Lieiz ä.rÐ reql-rê13i'èd-. Il¡rp-"

not:lc su.b.jr:c'f-s w-i-l-l- be cl-ir"icierJ. ir:.tc¡ tr,lc-r gi:cups T.rase<1 on

theÍr ::epor:tecl exper-iences driring posthypnotic a.mnesia,

e,9., volu.:ifãry or j.n'¿cl-u:rtary" Sone sr-rÏ:jects v¡i-ll be askecl

to recali- their hypnotic experiences rvhile they are connected

to â "Iie det.ectorr!'others will be askecl to recall after thelz

are asked to reporL honestly, and otirers v¡il-l be asl"ed to re-

call afLer they are simply asked to recall. These proceclures

are expected to create varying degrees of contextual clemanrfs

to :report the "forgotten" material. The fd-nd.ings from.Ïiottard

(Appenci.ix A)'=rrgg.=t that the "Iie d.etector" will alter s'brik-

ingly the context from one which encourag[es not reporting to

ì:t a
i:Ì
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one v¡hich encourages reporting. The honesty instructj_ons
should moclerately encourage reportj-ng, rvhile the request
to recall rvill provide rittle or no cha-nge as far as

encou.raging repor:ting is concernecl. uncler the three
experimenta"l conditions neodissociation theo::y wout cl pïe*

:

clic:t the foJ-lor,ring:

i.. When subjects are simply asked to recal.l both
volurr'u.â.ry and involuntary subjects wj-11 remain amnesic

(rrot report) .

2. Wtren subjects are given the honesty instruc-
tions half of the volu.nt;atry su.bjects v¿j.rl report t--he amne-

sic (becomingi nonamnes;:Lc) whj.j-e i.nrrolrrnta_ry subjects re-
ma.ir¡ auinesi-c 

"

3. þthen subjecLs are connected- to a polygraph

mrtst , Lf no'L all, of the votunLary sulijects will report
the m¿rte¡:ial v,rl::'-.t.e inr¡o-lunta.r:y subjec.L.ss r:em¿¡in a.rrrnesi-c"

Ttre l:e-s-is for the abc-rv-e pr:ec?i.cL-ì-o:rs i s 'r:Ïre cJ-¿rj-m,¡J.

perrneability of the d.j-ssociatíve barrier. since voluntary
..

subject-s Ïrave a ba-rrier which 'ì-s qrrit-e ¡rermeaJ¡le, the am*

rlesic rnat-.erj-aI v¡iIl Ìrecome reacl-jly availabl.e to 'Lhem a.s they

d,i::ec.t their attention to {:he rnerterial. As clemancls for the

suh,jects to remember increase, they are e:;pected to exert
more energy toward remembering. Howevero the almost com-

plete dissociation, the armost solid ba.r:r.ier , of the .invoI-
untary subjects will not be "breache<j." regarclless of the

amount of energy they exert. They will- therefore be unable

to recalI the material
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RoIe theory woul.d predíct the f ollowing:
1- when subjects are simply asked to recalr both

voruntary and i.nvoluntary su-bjects will remain amnesic.

2, When subjects are given the honesty instruc- 
..,,.,.tions about half of the voluntary and involuntary subjects .,r,',

will report the material

3. When subjects are conìtected to a poJ-ygra-ph
'.:..., 

..rnost of the vol-untary ancl involunta.ry subjects wíll report ,,,,,,.,,,,

the mat.erial 
r'':' ; :

The basis for these predictions i-s the claim that
the contextua.l aemane-s affect v¿hether or not subjects wirl
engage their cognitive slcills to keep the amnesic maLerial
uvravail-al:le for verbal report. As the demands to encourage

reporting increases, subjects are less liJcety to contj-nue

using thei:: skj-Ils to hellp th,er.n no{- repor.L. BotÏr volun-
tai:y ,a.nd i:r'voluntary subje-cts a:re e>ipcct.ecl to be a.ff-,ect-ect_

in t.lie saiîe rç,ny sii-rce both arc: lrs:Lng thc,j.:; skj.lts, aJ-be -i-t

:somë are m-ore skillful than otlrers. ;\11 subjects aïe
.-viep"recl as'doing somethj-ng which' they c;ìli control ,rathei: than

havinç¡ s;oineth:Lng happen to them r.¡hich is ou..L o'f Lhej-r con*

trol- "
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YTETiTOD

ggLj ec!S_

The subjects were s7 und.ergracluates selected fron
290 íntrodu.ct.ory psychology students who volunLee::ed Lo

ser\re in a hypnosj-s expe::i-ment. A]-1 subjects vrer.e previ-
ousl1z a-dmi nistered the Harvard. Group scale of Hypnot..ic

SusceptibilÍty, Form A (HGSHS:A) (Shor & Orne , L96U .3

subjects lrere selected on the basís of hav.ì-ng scored níne

or higher and havi,ng successfu.J-ly pass.;ed the criteri.on f:or

posthypnotj-c amnesia. The criterion for passing the amnesia

-i-tem is recall of three or less of the tr.velve hypnotíc tasks.
subjecbs passing t-h-is; sel-e:ctj-on cr:iter'joÍ1 were fur:ther se-
lected base<l rlpon t--heir scolles on a. fou.r-point ra-tinc¡ sc,a.l.e

of thej':: su.bjectj-ve experS-enccs of vor-j.t:Lon. crrirj.lg pos,;t-

hypnot-tc: amnesia. 'Ihese c::ite¡:ia v¡ere choserr j-n o.r:clcr to
ensure tha-L subjects rì/ere trighly sr-isce1:tÍble to hypnosis.

capa-ti.i-e of experi.encing posthypnotic aninesia, ancl ho-d. ex-
peri-etlced posthypnotic amnesj-a- as a voiuntary oi: involu¡ta-ry
:procêss. subjects were awaïe, prior to 'the study, that class
cr:ed-it for participation wou'ld be given to each subject. f\11

sul:jects signed an informed consent form before pa.rticipation
(see Appenclix B);
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Ilaterials

The materials used v¿ere the sa_me as those described
in Appenclix A.

Pe=!g¡

A 2x3 factorial design wi-th re¡-rea.ted fiìeasusies v'.ä.s

used "

There were two inde¡rendent variabr,es, one variable
was the report of experi-ences during posthypnotic amnes-ia

on the HGSIIS:A" There were two levels: (a) the experience

of volition, definecl by subjects' ::atings irrhj.ch indicated-

that Lhey'experienced actj-ve control over their arnn.esia,

and (b) ttre experievrce of invoJ.ition, ci-efÍned by sul:jects'
'\,\ ratings r'¡hich j-ndj-ca.ted tha.t they experienced litti.e or íto

contr:ol over thei:: amnesia" There lvere three lerrel_s of the
' s(:coïÌti va,r-la.Ï:I":, al-terat-j.or:s in the conte>ltu.a^1 .Jeniands wirich

ellcollr¿lge s-ciÏ-.jects to repo::t "ä.rturesj-c:" ¡nate::ia_1s: (a) high
d-enia.nd, defined. l:y the presence of a polygraph, (b) mocle::ate

cler¡a.¡rd, clefj-ned by the honcs.Lf instruc.L:Íons. and. (c) no cle-

mand, defi;red by the absence of a. pol-ygraph and honesty in-
structio¡rs.

The dependent vari-able was t-.he number of items re-
called on the amnesia item of the stanforcl Hypnotic suscep-
'Libilit-y Scale, Fonn C (SHSS:C) (i{eitzenhoffer & ililgard-,
Lg62). Tt r.¡as measured three times: (a) after subjects

rdere given the standard SHSS:C test for amnesia, ,,please

.: .:.:. a'

t':.ì_.::.
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teIl me novü in your own worcls everything that has happened

since you began looking at the targetr,, (b) after subjects
said that they could, not ::emember any more and were then
told, "Think carefulry, perhaps you can remember morer" and

(c) after the posthypnotic suggestion for a¡r,nes-i-a was lifted.,
"Notrt you can ::ememl:er everythíÐg.,'

'

Procedure

66

selecli.ojq proceclu-re. subjects were serected on the
basis of their performance on the HGSHS:A. The primary in-

,vestigator admi¡ríster:ed the HGSHS:A to subjects in groups of
tvaenty or less one to three weeks prior to the study. As

prev-i-ousJ-y sta'becl, híghly suscep'L.ible su.bjects were selected
using a criterion score of nine or higher e-nd successful per-
formance of the postirypnoLic suggestion for amnesia.

su-bjects passi.ng the first selecfj-:on cr-i-Le::j.on v¿e::e

a].so selected oir the hasjs of thei:: sr.:bjective experij.ences
/-

during posthlipnotic arnnesi-a. Afte:: subjècts completecl their
performance of posthypnoti-c amnesia on the HGSHS:A the primary

investiga-tor asked 'them to rate their subjective expe::j-ences

during arnnesia on a fou::-point rating scale (see Appendix c).
On the ba.sj.s of their rati.ngs subjects rvho selected a i:ating
of I or 2 wer:e assigned to the involuntary group and subjects
who serected a rating of 3 or 4 \¡¿ere assigned to the volun-
tary group. These subjects were then randomly assigned to
the three treatnrent conditions.

]::í¡::r.;,¡:r

iid¡l¿r.i'¡i"
l:lt:il-lj:.i:i. :'.r:

l,''.'
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lÏxperimental proceclures. Three graduate stud.ent-s

enrolled at Ca.lifornia State University. Fresno served as

the experimenters in the sLudy. The experirnenters were

responsible for presenting all three t-reatrnent conclítions
4'to subjects.' The experimente::sf fu.nctiotls weÍe to estab-

lish rapport with the ,subjects, present the instructions
and expranati.on for the tape recording (e.g., proviile a

' stand.ard presentation), control the tape recording, present

the experimental treatment, give the recal-l tests, recorcl

recalI, and for one conditíon, atLach subjects to the poly-
g'ra-¡rh machine

The p::esent author obse::ved. sui:j ects over television
rironito::s in a root¡t adjacent to the experi.men-1.a1 room.

Bo'b-b. voluntary and i.nvolu.ntary subject-.s v;c¡:e ran-
domly assigned to one of tkre three t::eatment condj-tíons.

Í\l-1 suì:jecrts vrere tested and 'b.re¡rted j-n -indj-r¡j.du.a.l- sessj-ons;n

Each stt-bject r¡as a.dur-i-irj.si:erecl tlie pr:e*.r:eco::cied Sï.ISS:C in itsr

entírety. After: the hypnotic induction proced.ure su.bjects

wejlo pz:eseutccl. the tv¡el.r¡e tasks from t.tre SIISS:C. The post--

hypnol,íc suggestion for amnesia was the l-ast task pr:esentecl

subject.s" After they received the amnesia suggestion they

v¡ere a\"Ialíened and then the exper:imenter turned off the tape

recorder. ¡r*fter this procedure subjects were treated dif-
f erently depen<lent upon their treatmerrt conclj-tion, Figure 5

depícts the experimental procedure.

..,::l-'.i.::.
,: .;-,:-._,:iii:
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E'o1r/graph (Po1 l-9¡ 9 voluntarv and 10 in-

69

volun'Lary) " After subjects were awakened from hypnosis they

lvere informed that a r¡ew "Iie detector" was to be used in the

study. The experirnenter said, ,,This ,Iie det.ector' is a

recent devel.opment in lie detectj-on which has proven high.ly

effect.irze j-n a number of stu-d.ies. ït is being usecl ín the
preseirt- study as an aid to J-earning more about hypnosis. "

I¡ollowíng this statement tl're experimenter connected suÌ:jects

to t.he "Iie deLector" " subjects were tolcl that {:hey would be

asked questions about their experiences. The experirnenter

tu::ned on t-he pollzgraph nachine arrd to-rd subjec,L.s t.he fot-
lorving:

'Tt has Jreen discovered tlea.t. although
people rarely lie purposely abou-b .Uhei::
hypnotic experience-s, for seve:cal rea-
sorìs they may not reveal exactly what
occur:red.. T am going to ask you ques-
tions regarding your exper:'-ence. "

IlÌre fri-st rec¿tf.1 'l;es'i-: for arilnesj-a v¡as then prr":sjerited.

The e;<peri.rnenter asked thern to ¡'please Le-ll. ne rfow in your

orvn worcls everytlr.i.ng that has happened since you began 1oo1<-

ing ai: tkie tar:get:." The experj-nient:.ei: rvrote doum verbat:'-rn

subjectsr recall ttiroughout the three tests. when the sub-

jects said that they cou],d not rememher anything eJ-se, the

experi-nienter said, "Nora/ if yoir thinlc carefully, perhaps you

can ïertember lnore. " This constiLulcecl the second recall test,
Uonu=ty (¡¡ = 19t 9 ,rolrtrt-ry "*d IQ irtollri1tAtyl.

After subjects awalcened no reference to .a porygraph was macle.
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They wel:e told t.he following:
It is absolutely crucial that you be as
honest and straightforward as you carì in
answering questions about your hypnotic
experiences. your answers w_i.11 be of novalue to us whatsoever unless we can
assume that your responses represent
your true feelings. I have stressed the
need for honesty because subjects some-
tímes f eel that 'Lhey can 'hel.p¡ the
éxperimenL wo::k if they be¡.-rd Lhe truth
or conrzeniently forget to mention v¡hat
rhey know as tiuã. -Ã; i;, ;;-rhi""äip"ri-
i:":"';";3::"åi::' 53"ul"iIrn;lTf"to"l::"=
port what you rernember. "

The experimenter then asked, ,,please tell me now

in your own word.s everything that happened since you began

looking at the target. " Following their statement that
they could not remembe:: anything erse, the second reca-ll
test was presented, ',No!,r if you think carefuJ_ly, perhaps

]¡ou can i:e¡nember mo¡:e. ',

pol.y .sr-t-l:jects.

Recall was recorded as it was for

Relax (N = 19 ¡ 9 vol-untar a.ncl 10 -i.nvo-luntar 7)

subjects vrere arlowed to rest for the same amounL of time it
took Lhe experimenter to present the poJ_ygraph inforrnation
or the honesty instru.ctions to the other groups. No verba-l

intera.ction occurred betweerr experimenter and subjects during
this rest period. Aft.er the ::est period subjects \¡/ere given
the first recaIl test. Following their statemenl- that t.hey

could. not remember anything else, th'ey were presented ilre
second recall test; the experimenter said, "No\{ if you think
careful-ly, perhaps you can remeinber more"!' Recall was re-
cord.ed like it was with the other groups.

i:r.:, '. frl
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The ttiird recall- Lest v¡a.s the same for alr subjects.
A,ft.er the second recall test they were given the cue to
remernber, t'Ngtrv you can remerr.rloer everything. " Any further
recall was recorcled.

After the thírd. recatrl test subjects rvho v;ere con-

nected to a polygraph were rfisconnected and the machj-ne v¡as

turnec off . Al1 subjects were then presented th.e post-
experi-mental ínquir:y.

Postexperimental ilqui{y. subjecLs were askecl a

series of verbatim questi.ons by the experimenter. The first
set of questions evalua-ted subjects recall exper-iences durÍng
the first recall.. test (appendix D, section A) . They.lvere then

a.sketL a second. set of q-uest-ions aimed at d.eterminíng their
experiences du::ing the second recal.l test (appenrtix D, sec-
tion ts).

subject-g \\¡ere the¡r t.ol-d. thal- the experj-rnent was over
and thelz wel:e as],;ed. if they nor,u felt anxíous or stressed.
No subjects reported f,eeling very upset

The subjec'Ls wel:e greeted by {:he p::Ímary inves.L.iga-

tor (tïre present author) who thanked them for t.heir partici-
pertion and gave them class credi't. poly subjects were fur-
ther askecl sever:al questions to determíne their knowtedge of
a pol.yEraph: No subject had arry training or course on the
po-lyg.r;¡*ph machine and ari subjects berieved that the poly-
graph was rsorking duri.ng the experj.men't.

l::ì r'i,':.-'i
I i ':::::ai

i.:.:;,ri.,g



CHAPTER TV

RESULTS

Recall Scores

72

The mean reca.ll scores for the voluntary and involun-
tary gl:oups for the three treaLnrent condit-.io:rs (poly, honesty,
ancl relax) are presented in Table 1. The data \47ere analyzed
in a 3x2x3 spì-it*pJ-ot unweighted means analysis of variance
(Kirk , !96S). The resu.lts, shown j.n Table Z, indicate a

signifi-cant main effect for Recall Test.s, F (2,r02) = 4.43,
P <'.01; a sígnificant rreatment conditions x Recall Tests
inter¿rctíon, F (4,L02) = 2.Btr g< .02¡ andasigrrifican.t
Vol.itic'n X R.ecal-i Tests ini.eraction, F (2,I02) = 3.89,
g < . 02 " The two sì-gnifícant inte::actions are depict.ed
graphical.ly in Figure 6 ¿rrrd Figure 7 " post hoc comparj-sons

c¡f tire means fo:L: the Treatrnent condi.Ì:i-ons x.ï{ecalI Tests

interaction, empJ-oyi-rrg î'ukey's t--est, indicartecl that thE: sub-
jects wj-thin the pol1, and honesty conditions reported sig-
níficant:ly more material during the first recall tes.L th¿rn

d-i.d the subjects wj.:thin the relax cond.itj-ori, e.05:4.8r,
p . .05 and-g .05 : 4.09, p < .O5 respectÍvely. Duri-ng the
first r:ecal1 test, there hiere rìo signifícant clifferences in
the amourrt of rnaterÍa] repor'Lecl by subj ects in t-.he poly or
honesty conditions, q .05 = .719r p > .05. There were no

significant differences in the amount of ,,nerv,, material
reported by subjects in the three treatment conditions on

.: lr':

l,':::l::'
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Tabl-e 1

MEAN RECALL SCORES AND STANDARD DEVTATTONS FOR VOLUNTARY
AND TNVOLUNTARY SUBJECTS TN THB THREE TREATMENT

CONDfTTONS

RËCALL RECALL RECALL
GRCluPa ("rell*f:tI t"tofluilrÍo (i,T:i"Î"

everythíng carefu_l1y".") lifted)

POLY

voLUNrARy X. 4.5s 1.11 (5.66),h 2.66 (B .32 )
s. d. 2.LB 1.16 Z.2g

ïNVOLUNTARY X. 2"00 1.50 (3.50) 2.30 (5.80)
s,d" 2.AS !.L7. I.7O

HONESTY

voLUNrÃ,Ry x. 3.66 t.22 (4.88 ) 2.33 ( 7.2L)s,d. 2.73 I.20 2.L7 '.-:''

TNVOLUNTA-RY X. 
- 2.30 z.LO (4.40) S.10 (7.50).s"cl" 7.,82 I.72 Z.ZB

,,: t..l

':iri.-:ji

T(EL;AX

VOLUNTARY X"

TNVOLUIüTAFTY X.

s.d" I.74
2.33 (3.77) 3 " 00 t6.77)
T"BO 3. 0B

1"20 (2.7A) ¡.e0(6.60)
1. 68 3 .47

I.44

1.50
s"d. 2:'15

.Ng-!j." The mean scor:es for: eech recall test are similar to
"gia.in" scores. Each score is i:he mean number of "nehi"items subjects reported cluring the recalt test

og = 9 for voluntary groupsi n = l0 for i*voluntâry groups.
oN.r*b""s in parentheses represerrt the mea.n c,umulat-ive re-
call score. The number of new items reported on a reca]l
test'r,rrere added to the nu¡nber of items ,-reported on theprior recall test"
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either the second or t.hírd recall te*sts. These f inclings

suggest that some poly and honesty subjecLs recalred
enough material during the first recalr test to be con-

sidered nonamnesic, to have "breached." their amnesia, and

that by the second recall test subjecLs in alr condj-tions

ha<ì r¡norted equal a:nounts of the "amnesic" material.

. Post hoc comperrisons of the meâns fqr the volition
x Recall Tests interaction, employi.ng Tukey's tes,c, indi-
cated that the voluntary subjects r:eported signif-icantly
more material- thân involuntary subjects d.uring the first
recall test, q.05 = 5.30. p < .05. There lvere no further
significant differences in the reportíng of ,,amnesic,, mate-

ri.ar between volurrtary. and invoruntary subjects dr-rrj-ng the

second and thircl recall tests, {.05 = .207, p ) .05 and.

ñ \ fìtr *^^'^q ,05 = 1"82, p ) .05 ::especiì_vety.

AJ-ttrou.gh signifj-cant rlj-fferen*.=o' in recarr betv¡cen

t::eatiuerit conditions and voluntary and iirvoluntary su-bjects

oecurr:ed dur-ing t.he first recarl test, the question arises
a.s to whích subjects är.e accourrting fo:: t-l"rese clifferences.
To airsrver the guesti.on, Dunn's n'rultíple cornparisons pro-

cedure (Kirk, 1968) was used to analyze the mean recalI
scores for voluntary and involuntary subjects withj.n the

three treatment conditÍons dur-ing the first recarl test.
The results indicated that: (a) volunta::y subjects

within the poly condition recalled significantly more rnate-

rial than i.nvoruntary subjects in alr three conditions as
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well as voluntary subjects in the relax condition (aIl
p < .05) , but did not significantly d.iffer from voluntary
sulcjects in the honesty condition, (b) voluntary subjects
in the honesty condition recalled significantly more mate-
'rj-al t.han either tlre voluntary or invoruntary subjects in
the relax condition only (bot.h p < .05), and (c) involun-
tary subjects v¡ithin the three conditions did not signi-
fj-cantly cliffer from one another in amoun-t recalred nor

did they differ from the recall of voruntary subjects in
the relax cond.ition. Thus, it appears that the voluntary
sr.rbjects withí¡: the "pïessure" conditions (poly and.

honesty) accountecl for the signÍficant. íncreased recall
during the first recaIl test

The above ana.lyses were conducted on the mean

"gain" recall scores of voluntary ancl involuntary subjects

i.rr all tlrree trea-t-rnen'l- cor¡ditions rr,hi.ch r{ere depicted in
Tal:le 1. rf subjects "çJai-n" scores are coinbined cumulatively,
fúrther indications ::egarding the extent of their amnesia

is obtai.ned. Their mean cumulative reca-ll scores are shown

te volun-in Table 1 and graphically in Fignrre B. Regarding tÏ
tary subjects, what becomes apparent from Figure B is that
there ís an i.ncrease ír: recall with an increase in demand.s

to recall. Tn other rvords, under Íncreased demands to re-
port (poly ancl honesty) voluntary subjects "breach,, their
amnesia; they report enough material so that they are no

longer amnesic compared to the control (re1ax) voluntary
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subjects w-ho do not "breach. " After the first recall test,
they remain about the same distance apart in that they do

not get "bïeached" to a greater extent than on the first
reca1l test" Furthe::, Lhe initial "breaching,,' resulted in
hi.gher total recall (third recal1 test) overall for these
subj ects .

consÍclering the i-nvoluntary sulojects, there appears

to l:e no diffe,rence in ínitiar recall and, though they re-
port the amnesic material after the first recaIl test, thi-s
pattern between the groups remains about the same. Thus,

the inj.tial higher recall ("breaching") occurred only for
voluntary sul:jecl-s who received demand.s to ::eport, a find-ing
rvhich support's the results f rom Dunnrs procedure.

A further interesting trend occurs when the number

of subjects rvho "breachecl" on the fírs-1, recall test is corl-

sidered (see Fi-gur:e 9) " During the fi.rst recall test it.
appÉars that al-most a-tl of the poly volunt¿rry (7ïea) sub_jecis

reporbed the "amnesic" materiar and about hal-f of the honesty
voluntar:1, (553) reported the materíal v¡hire almost none of
the relax voluntary subjects (1rz¡ reportecl ÈTre material.

'

Hor'¿e¡¡er, almost none of the involuntary subjects ín the three
conclitions reported the m¿rteriaI. presumably, thj-s trend pro-
vides furrther validatj.on to the previous firrdings which indi-
catod that "breachingi" occurred only for voluntary subjects
in the "pressure" conditions. The extent of "breachingr"
however, becomes more complex when the second recal-l tes.t

; Li' .
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is considered since about. half of the subjects in the con-

trol (relax) condítion also reported the "amnesic" ma-teriar.

loStexpèrimental ï

The first question in section A and section B pf
the postexperimental inquíry (see Append.ix D), that part
of the postexperímental inquiry rvhich attempted. to obtain
cletailed. reports on what subjects experienced., imagined ,

and fel-t du::ing the f irst. and second recall tests, clid not
provide consj-s tent data which rvourd lend itself to intra-
group or intergroup comparj-sons. subjects answered. t-.hese

guestions very briefly (e.g., "r fel'b. reall.y relaxed.,') ,

and, in fac't, rnost of them only responded to one part of
the l-hree part.s in the cluestion. For example, some subjects
descr:ibed. Lhe-i-:: feej-ingsr others reported their thoughts oï
experÍences, vrhi-le none of therr described their: j-mag_inings

both r.¡j.i:hin ancl among ttie sj.x tzea-Lment groups, v-lhen sub,-

jects r','ho described their feeJ-ings, for exampJ-e, are con-

sidered, a variety of responses is obtained. For instance,
in the vol.un'La.ry, rerax group one subject repor:ted feering
"relaxed, " another reportecl being "sti1l clròwsyr,, whi.le

another reported feeling "confused. " This lack of consis-
tency, then, mitigates against incruding these crata in any

tr
systernatic analysis.'

Nevertheless, the remaind.er of the postexperJ-mentar

inquiry which incl-udecl the ratings of subjects expe,riences
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of "hohr much they forgotr', ',hor¡t anxious they felt, " and

"how much pressure to report they felt" provided informa-
tive data. The mean subjecLs' ratings of their experi-
ences curing the first and second recall tests are shown

ín Tabre 3. The means al:e very similar indicating that
subjects in all treatment conditi-ons had abou.t the same

experíences. The analyses of variance applied to these
data confirmecl v.'haL was obr¡ious from viewing the means.

. Ra.fifrgF of a.mouet forgotÈen. The mean suh,jectsl

ratings on .a five-poínt scal_e (1 = forgot a1l to 5 = forgot
none) of "how much they had forg'otLen" during the first
recall tests were analyzecl in' a 2 x 3 unweighted means

analysis of va.riance (Kirk, ]-96a). There v¡ere no signí-
fiòant differences beLween subjects ratings of their experi-
ence (;see lable 4) " Most subjects in all treatmenL condi*
tions reported that they fc¿It tike they remembered some o.f

"the rnaLerial duri,nS the fj,rst reca1J_ test
Ratingj; or" ahxiely. Usì.ng a ¡iys-point rating

scale (1 = not at all- anxíous orí str:essed to '5 : exLremely

anxious or stressed), subjects ra.ted their experience of
anxiety or sLress during the f irst a.nd second rec.alI tests.
The data wer:elanalyzed in a 2x3x 2 split-plot, unweighted.

mean.s analy,sis of variance (Kirk, L96B), No significant
dj.fferences v¡ere demonstra.ted (see Table 5). Most subjects
in all treatment conditions reported that they felt mod-

erately anxious or stressed v¡hen they are recalling their
hypnotic experiences.

:i:iì:: r,ij: I

'. .;:.r:

lt'..:.'',:,
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Table 3

¡4EANS AND STANDARD DEVTATÏONS FOR SUBJECTS'
RÀTINGS OF THETR EXPERTENCES

DURÏNG RECAIL TESTS 1 AND 2

GROUPA

FORGET ANXIETY

RECALL RECALL
TEST 1 TEST 2

PRESSÛRE

RECALL RECALL
TEST 1 TEST 2

POLY

VOLUNTARY X.
s. d.

ÏNVOLUNTARY X.
s.d.

HONESTY

VOLUNTARY X.; s.d.j

:

INVOLUNTARY X.
s.d.

RELAX

VOLUNTARY X.
s. d.

INVOLUNTARY X.
s.d.

2.77

a

2.80

2.88

2.20

2.77

2.50

2.55
.72

2 .30
.94

2 -55
1.13

2.80
r. 13

2 .44
1. 33

2 .60
1.17

2.66
.86

3.00
1. 63

2.77
.66

2.7 0
1. 33

2.77
1. 09

2.60
L.42

3 .11
1. 05

2.7 0
1.15

2.77
.97

3.00
1.05

2.77
1.30

3 .10
1.19

I

3. 00
1.50

2.90
L.44

3 .11
1.05

2.50
1.43

2.88
1. 16

2.90
1.59

tt = 9 for voruntary.groups; n = r0 for involuntary groups.
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Ratings gf gressure. Subjects rated on a five-
point scale (f = not at all pressured to 5 - extremely
pressured) their experience of the degree to v¡hich they
felt pressured to report rnore of thei:r hypnotic experi-
ence,s during the f irst and. seconcl recalr tests. The data
were analyzed in a 2x3x2 split-plot, unweighted means

analysis of varj-ance (Kirk, 1968). No signj-ficant dif-
ferences were demonstrat.ed (see Table 6) . Most subjects

'.
in all treatment conditions felt moderately pressurecl t-o

report more of the material åuring the fi.rst and second

recal.l tests

ït appears, the::efore, that most of the volunta¡y
and involuntary subjects in all three treatmen.L conditíons

'rememl¡ered some of the "amnesic" ma.berial cluring the first
recall test" Further, during both the first an<l second

recalf. {:ests, r'.-osf:' of them r:epor:.i:ed feeJ-ing mocl.erately

anxíous or st::essed. and mocleralely pressurecl to repr-rrt:

nìore of the "amr¡esic" material. presumabry, since all sub-
jects repor'Led similar experj-ences cluring ::ecaIr, the sigr:i*
ficant differences in recall cannot be attributed to Èheir
leveI of anx-iety or fee.ling of pressure to report. There-

I

fore, it is possible that the increased reporting by vcllun-

tary subjects was due to changes in contextual d.emancls which

artered their expecLaLions about v¡hether or not they shourd

repo::t, rather thanr âDy change in their feeling "sta'Le.l'

ì:-:i :. : .r-_: 
.::.
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CHAPTER V

DTSCUSSTON

he present fíndings have important implicat-i'ons

for several issues involved in posthypnotic amnesia. They

clarify our uncl-erstancl-ì-ng of the question of "breaching"

during posthypnotic amnesia, the theoretical exp'l.anations

of the mechanism underlyíng posthypnotic amnesía, and. t'he

definition of posthypnotic anrnesia

An implicit aím for the present sttldy was to dis-

cover whether o:: not amnesic subjects woul-d. "breach" their

amnesia when they \^/ere confronted with contex'Lual demancls

which exertecl pressure on them to ::eport more of t'hej-r
:

memories (the "amnesic" material) " ïf po,gLhypnotic amnesia

ís t'b::eactredr" subjects vzílI- 
,ta,Pota 

more of the "arûnesic"

mate-'':ial. under such conditions than they r¿oi-rlil withorit them"

The present fi¡:rd-irrgs j.n,licate tha.t given certaj-n conditions

posthlzpnotic arrrnesia is "breached"" Comparecl t.o subj'ects

not gi.rzen external pi:essure to report their memories (relax) t

subjects r¿ho receìved strong dernands to report (poty an<l

tionesty), did so.

This dj-scovery is contrary to the results from

previous "breaèhj-ng" studies conducted by Bowers (1966)

and Khilstront and Evans (irgl ü ,6 These invesLigators iuter-'

preted their dal-a as indicating that amnesic subjects did not

"breach" their amnesia despite de¡nands to do So. 'llovrever, it

was doubtful that the contextual demands used in the previous
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investigations were powerfur enough to motivate amnesic

subjects to report. This criticism is especia.J-ly reJ-evant

to the Khilstrom and Evans' study. The present investiga-
tion ernpirically est-ablished. the potency of contextual- de-
mands used in the study and has seemingly provided conclu-
sj.ve evidence whÍch demonstraLes that hypnotic subjects l

amnesia can be "breached;" Lhe extent of subjectsr arnnesia

wilI, in part, be determined by the demancls present when

they are asked. to report their memories. consequently,
the potency of demand.s to report memories is an important
factor when evalua.ting the ,'b::eaching'r of posthypnot,ic

amnesia.'

The important ínfluence of cle¡*ancls rvithin the
hypnotic context upon hypnotic subjects' conduct has been

continually proposecl by role theorists (coe, in press;

coe -& s¡rr:l¡in, rg77i sarbin & coe, 7.972). For role theo*
rísts, a thorough.understanding of rrypnotic conducL de-
rÍves from examínation of the csntextr'the interpersonal
relationsh-ip between hypnotist aniî subject, anci the charac-

ter:'-siics of the parLicipants.

Neodissoci.at.ionists, or fo:: that matter, other
theoi:ists: ìvJ¡rlo believe that some internal ,'changed state"
occurs during hypnosi-s and it is this "changed state'r which

accounts for hypnotic behavior, view contexLual factors as

a,nuisance. They would. like to ignore or control- the con-

text ín order to discover the inte::nal state,T contextual

r:.:

I ,i: r-:::.1_
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factors are viewed as interferring rvith the discovery of
this elusive state. Thus, "changed state" theorists, like
neodissöciaLionis'ts, disaçiree with the equanimity bêtween

context and internal processes proposed by rol-e theorists.
Role theorists c1o not disagree rvith the assurnp-

tion that soinething occur:s inside the hypnotic subject,.

the charact.eristics of the subject a::e important factors
towa::cl und.erstanding hypnotic csnduct. Nevertheless, they

do not, believe that inte:'nal processes ar:e the onry things
affecting conduct. For them, hypnotic conduct is the re-
sult of an int.eraction betv¡een internal processes and con-

textual factors; hypnotic conduct must be studied j-n íts
context rather than in isolation" The importance of {:he

.''
present fi.ndingso then, is that they indj.ca:Le the signi*
ficant influence contextual factors provide toward deter-
mi.ning hypnotic responses.

In terms of t.he major-' prlrpose of tire present

sturly, Lesting the content-.ions of role theory versus Reo-

dissociaLicn theory concernj.ng the mechanÍsm underlying
posthypnotic arrrnesi.a, the f indings provide some support

for neod.issociation theory. AlLhough subjects reported.

more of the i'amnesicI material under contexLual demancls

to do,,so, their "breaching" interact.ed with their reported
experience of posthypnotic amnesia. Specifìcally, subjects

who experienced posthypnotic amnesia as an involuntaï1zr

effortless process did not "breachn" despite their being

r.::::tj;j:,i-::.
l:a::a.:: -.:



confronted with strong demands to report more memories; a

finding which wa.s pred.icted by neodissoci-ation theory.
considering the number of subjects who reported the ,,am-

nesic" materiar during the first,recall test, depicted in
F'igure g, li-teral support for neod.issociation theoryrs
predictíons is provided. Regarding the'voluntary subjects,
almost all of them (7BZ) "breached,, under the poly condi-
tion and about half of them (55?) r'breached." under honesty

condítions whereas alrnost none of them (1I%) "breached,,
under relax conditions. Further, almost none of the invor-
untary subjects in all- three conditions "breached.,, This
was the patLern of reportíng predicted. by neodissociation
theory

Due to several subtle occuïrences wi-thÍn the d.a{:a,

however, neodissocíation theory cannot be given unequivocal

support. Fo:: instance, almost, complete support wourd need

to be given a neodissoc-i-ation Ð.ccount of the process under-

lying post-hypnotic amnesia if a significant rreatment con-

ditions x vol.ition inLeraction had occurred. As can Ì:e seen

from Tal:le 2, thís interaction is insignificant. Role theory_,

on the other hand, would have:expected the insignificant
Treat¡nent- conditions x volition interaction. Furthermore,

sevàral trends in the data also limit the cornplete accep-

tance of a neod.issociation theory account. when tlre ::ecaLl

scores were individually compared during the first rec,atrI

test by Dunnrs procedurer âïr ínteresting pattern developed.

The poly, voluntary subjects did report significantly more

92

l.'.:'..
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than their involuntary counterparts; a finding predicted
by neodíssociation theory. However, the honesty, vorun-
tary subjects did not report significantly morîe than the
honesty, involuntary subjects; a pattern which contradicts
predictions from neodissociation theory, but instead.r süp-
ports the pred.j-ctions f::om role th,eory.

rn addition, the pattern of reporting depicted.
in Figure I and Figure 9 índ.ícates that almost all of the
ínvoluntaïy, honesty subjects (7OZ) reported the ,,amrresic,,

material during the second recall test. since" alI sub-
jects were still under the posthypnotíc suggestion for
amnesia during the second recall t.est, neodissociation
theory v¡ould- have expected the majority of ínrrol.untary sub-
jects in all conditions to continue to not report. However,

use of this trend. to evaluate the applicab,ility of a neo-
di.ssociation posi-tÍon must, be t-enrpered. in light of the fact
that about hal.f of the voluntary and involuntary subjects
in the relax condit,ìon also reported the ,,amnesic,, material

.i

at this time. This occurrence seríousry guestions lvhether
the two theories are being tested. by the second recalr test.
That Ís, with increased recaIl by the contror subjects (relax)
the inference that the contextual demands were responsibl-e
for ínc.reased reporting during tn-is recall Èest is euestÍon-
able since the relax subjects were not in a context whj-ch

encourag:ed reporting. other interpretations for increased
reporting at this time could be offered with equal validity.



Fo:: instance, the increased recall- could have been due to
merely allowj-ng subjects more time to report.

The unequivocar support of neodissociation theory
is further quest.ioned on logical grounds. The subjects who

were regarded as voluntary ::eported. that they controltred

their rememberíng during posthypnotic amnesia. rt was

ass.umed, although not systematícally determined, that sub-
jects v¡ho. reported control over their rememberíng r,tzere simi-
'l'ar to the sr:b'jects ,::eported in inve,sLígations by Bodori.k

and spanos (rg77) and spanos and Bodorik (rg77). According

to these investigators, their active, effortful subjects
con'sciously employed cognitivê skirls to contr.or what they

remembered, e. g., they suppressed, distracted themselves,

or ¡efrained from reporting, prespmably, this studyts
voluntary subjects, asgumed to be similar to thesg active,
eff-ortful subjects, would not be viev¡ed by neod.i.ssocj-ationists

as experíencir:g, a dissociation. rt seems 1ogical1y appealing

to describe the amnesic process forthem in terms of role
theory

consideration of the postexper.imental inquiry data

provides ad.dition-al evidence regarding,the possJ.bre limits
in applicabitrity of a neodissociation theory accountr or for
that ,mat'Ler, : a role theory account as welr. Role theorists
woul-d propose that increased. reporting occurred because the

contextual changes al-tered subjectsr role expectations about

reporting the '*amnesÍc" maLerial. The postexperimental

o/tJ=

,r::: I'r,.
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inquiry data demonstrate that this may be so, at least for
the voluntary subjects. Both voruntary ancl involuntary
subjects reported that they felt eguar amounts of stress
and pressure to report the material, but only voruntary
subjects reported. Thus , iL seems reasonable to assume

that their increased. reporting was not due to changes in
feeling "statesr" but rather, to changed rol.e expectations
which functioned to decrease their use of cognitive strate-
gies to maintain their amnesia. However, the id.ea of
changed. expectations seems to describe t-he process for
voluntary subjects but not involuntary subjects for they
reported. signifÍcantly less amounts of the material. some

process other than changecL expectations must have occurred
with the involuntary group which prevented them from re-
porting under d.emands to'report. A ,'changed state" pro*
cess like neodissociation might adequately account for their
responses to contextual changes

The foregoing discussion indicates that the pre-
cise mechanism underlying posthypnotic amnesia cannot be

fu1114 delineated here. However, the importance to theory
lies in the: fact that a change in theoretical ,,stance,'

foward posthypnotic amnesia may be warranted. Even though
our current theories have attempted to account for indi-
viduar d.ifferences, they are constructed in ways that what-
ever mechanism is proposed as responsible for amnesia is
operative in all amnesic subjects (e.g,, a d.issociation or
an active cognitive skil1).8 For example, neodissociatíonists

ffi,Fffii
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claim that amnesic subjects experience a díssociative
process to varying deg::ees, whereas role theorists posit
that subjects vary on types of cognitive skills employed

to aid in maintai-ning their amnesia. The proposed under-
lyrng mechanism, however, is the same for all subjects.
fnst'ead of viewing the rnechanism involved in hypnotic sub-

,jec,ts' amnesÍa rn "either-or" terms, tha-t is, a dissocia-
tion or a conscious, cognitive skill, it nray be prud.ent

to combine useful aspects from both positions. The f:ind-
ings sugEest that both theoreticar positions are varid to
some d'egree; each position appears to describe ad.equately
the process for about half of the highly hypnotizabre sub-

:,jects ivho piovide objective evidenee that they vrere amnesic.

rn ad.dition, the dÍscovery that voluntary, amnesic
pubj:ects :are significantry different from invoruntaryr ârîr-

nesic subjects in response to changes in context; t-he fact
that surbjective experÍences wÍrl- cetermine, in part, vrheth,er,

or not they will report their niemories, clari,f ies the f j:r:ö-

ings reportecl by Khilstrom and Evans (Ig76). Although these
inüestigators generally concluded that i'breaching'" did not
o.ccur in their sarnple, about half of their initialry amnesíc

subjects were "breached't somewhat (the breakdown grorlp) while
the other half were not (the maintain group)..'" TheÍr ,rbreachedf,

subjects may have been those who experienced posLhypnotic am-

nesia 'as voluntary while their "nonbreached,, subjects may

have been those who experienced it as involuntary. The pre-
sent findings provide the interesting observation that

j'. ::':r:

ft$l ¡Pffi:Fi@kñ:sffi***-
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crassífying subjects on their experience of amnesia adds

a new dimension which interacts with other aspects of the
context.

Final1y, t^he foregoing discussion suggests that
defining posthypnotic amnesia is not a simple matter. The

usuãl- criteria of reporting less than three items a.nd

demonstrating reversibility are not sufficierrt.9 The sub-

jective experience of posthypnotic amnesia ajlso appears to
be an important dimension to consider. spanos a¡rd Bodorik
(L977) have suggested this additional measure, and the pre-
sent ,study confirms the necessity for including it as a

críterion for defining posthypnotic amnesia

:1;!.:r
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FOOTNOTES

lTh"=. assumptions have been described in detailetra.swhere (Barber, I969i Sarbin & Coe, L972) .

2-_-Neodissociationists claim that the dissociationprocess varies along a weak-strong continu;;.=-E;ã"tuarry,
!1"{.,lgpe ,to categorile hlrpnotic Ãubjects by placing themtit different points along th,i's contiñuum.

3rh. standard hypnotic scares which vrere used inthe present study are deèðribed in detair in the Methodsection of the pre-experimental check reported in-appenaix A.

wishes to thank Carol Sadoian,
Pool for seivíng as experi- '

A*The present author
Richard. St. Jean, ênd Deborah
menters.

- 
5rh" difficulty in obtaining consistent and. de-tailed responses to all three parts ór trte qo.;iion regard-ing experiences, imaginings, aird feelinqs wås partly ¿úã ioexperímenters feel-ing prohibÍted from varying -tro* lrr. stan-d.ardízed format of the-experiment. nxperi*"it"iÀ ,år"tlained to present all inlormation, -.n's¡,ru"ti""=l å"¿ ques-

_tions verbatím so that they maintained a standard procedur,e;
Troweverf gyel when an experimenter attempted to prär" for'more detail in response to this questionl subj"cL= did notelaborate on their initial statements. The lack of consis-tency and detail in subjects' responses to this inquirycould.be alleviated i-n future stuäiés in two ways. 

* 
onå,the guestions- could be presentáá t;-;"bj";¿; ir'ã-rrrinsscale or checklist formát thereby forciág subj".t', lá-ãÉoo,="'an arisv¡er to eacÏ_r_part_of the quästion. "secoñ¿ty, tñe-p"t*ãrvinvestÍgator coutd- conducL :tnis part of túe'$dí;y 1airiär, ,orriaallow him more flexibilíty to próbe fo:: detailéctr aiìswers to allquestions.

6oespite the fact that the data from Khirstrom andEvans_'_study índicated. thar abour half of their ;;bjã;ts---:--(breakdown grgup) in all four instruction groups .reporteds-ignificantry more materiar on their =".orrá reäar1 Lest,
lh.y stringently adhered to the conclusion that their =ú¡-jects were not "breached." by their contextuar,demands.

-lror exampre, when the methodorogy used in Hirgard,spail_ studies (Hi19árd, Morgan, & r,lacoonatá] itt t; -xrro* , Morgan,
& I{ilgard, L974) is examinãd more closely ir is åp¡"iãátt-¿håÈ--'
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tlq investigators have disregarded the possible influencing
ef fects of contextuar f actors, like the comm*i"ãliãn ofexpectations. The quot.e by sacerdote (1970), pi""ã"t"a
earlier, makes the point quite nicely.

o
'This present díscussion is limited to each theory,sdescription of the cognitive processes involved. in subjectå'amnesia. rt is the present author's opinion th.at rol.e theory

,p-resents a molîe compr:ehensive account ðf in¿ividual differ-
ences than neodissociation theory s-i-nce role theory posits
several contextual variables which might affect subjãcts'idiosyncraticresponSetothehypnotiðsettÍng

9.rraditionally, hypnotic subjects are consiclered
alnnesic if they recaTl-thrãè or less ltem= on the =là"ãårahypnotic scales (e,g., the HGSHS:A or the SHSS:C) . Tn "á¿i-tion, cooper (1972) has suggested that we also consider sub-jects to be amnesic if they d.emonstrate reversibility. Thedemonstration of reversibílity was suggested as an aãditionalcríterion in o:ider to separate the truly amnesic from sub-jects who may have forgot.ten the rnateriãr through normal rpro-
gesses. subjects demonstrate reversibility it ãtter the þost-hypnotic suggestion for amnesia is liftêd, r'Now you can
remenrber everythirg, " amnesic subjecLs report oroËt of thematerial or items wrrictr they did ãot r.poit wlren they were
under ,the posthypnotíc sugg*estion for aànesia

i '.. ,'
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APPENDIX A

Pre-experimental check on proposed contextual condition

Iurpose

ïn order to overcome <i.esign inadequaeies of past
investigations which attempted to measure the effects of
contextual alterations evidence was first neeclec to estab-

'lish that the contextual manipuration proposed here does i,n
fact alter contextual demands.

Three groups of task-motivated, nonhypnotized sub-
jects were tested for amnesi-a .under three different,con-
texts: (a) polygraph and tone, (b) polygraph alone, and

(c) no polygraph and no tone.

^L- --^-^^ -----l. , Nonhypnoti.z.ed subjects \,vere used so that hypnosrs

wourd not be confounded wi-th the contextual arterations.
That is, it was import,ant' to determj.ne that thi s context
itself encourages more reporting. rf it did, then one would

expect'the ''same context 'to encourag,e more reporting .when sub-
jects were hypnotízed. Had hypnotized subjects been used

here they may have remainecl amnesic-- beca-use of proceslqes

occurring during hypnosis (e.g., dissociation), which would

mask the'effects of the context. However, evidence that non-

hypnoti'zed subj ect's report more amnesic material when Èhey;

are connected to .a polygraph will- establ-ish the fact that
contextuaL demands are being satisfactorily artered.

;",:ì
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Method

subjects were 15 introductory psychology students
who had scored nine or higher on the stanford Hypnotic
Susceptibility Scale, Form A (SHSS:A) (Weitzenhoffer &

IIilgard, L959) or the Harvard. Group Scale of Hypnotíc
Susceptibility, Form A (HGSHS:A) (Shor & Orne , l-:962,) and

.had passed the crÍterion for posthypnotic amnesia (recall
' of three or less of the twelve items). These criteria were

chosen to ensure that students Ìvere highly susceptible to
. hypnosls and capabre of experiencing posthypnotic amnesia.

class cred.it f or participation \,{as given each stud.ent. Al1
students signed an informed. consent form before particípa-
üion

Materia--1s

'The éxþeriment was conducted in a room consi.sting of
' lr' 

"rì.' '':::'''a tabtre, 'two chairs, three television cameras, and, an aud,io ',,'-:''ì.t'1;

: .. .l..

tapereÇorder.ForSomecond'itionstheroomcontaineda
polygraph. The motivating instructions and the stanford .

Hypnotic susceptibility seale, Form c (sHSS:c) (weitzenhoffer
& Hilgard, 1962) instructions lrere both presented from a sony- , , ,

$aLic reel to.reel tape record.err,mod.er Tc106A. sÈud.ents re-
sponse's were recorded on a BelI and Howel1 Educator series
cassette tape recorder, mod.el 3040. rt was controlred by the
primary investigator from an adjacent room where students were

i¡;-:¡'-'ti.'
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being observed b1r the primary investigator on

monitors.

The SFISS:A and the FIGSHS ;A were used

jects who were highly susceptÍble to hypnosis

of experiencS-ng amnesia.

television

to select sub-

and capable

sïlss:4. The SHSS:A is a standardjzeð,, ÍndivíduaLly
:

adminístered scale of hyþnotic susceptibility. rt begins
by establishing rapport with the subject folrowed by a
wakíng suggestion and then a stand.ard hypnotic Índuction.
suggestions of reraxation and eye heaviness are.given aimed

at having subjects close their eyes. rnstruitions meant to
increase the degree of hypnotj-c responsiveness are adminís-
tered following eye closure. Then hypnotic tasks l- ".g.,
hand. lowerÍng, finger rocking, ínhibition of communication,

and movin.g hands together -- are then suggested terminating
r¡ith the posthlzpnotic suggestion for amnesia (to forgiet all,
that transpired since the; eye closure induction) and the sug-
gestion for the performance of a posthypnotic act on cue.

upon waking from hypnosis subjects are given the cue for per-
forming the posthypnotic act (changing chaírs) wlrich is fol-
loived by a test for posthypnotic amnesia. subjects are given

three minutes to telr the experimenLer anything that happened.

since they began "I.ooking at the targetrt'the beginning of the
induction. After the time }imit, amnesia is rifted. and sub-
jects are asked to telI anything erèe they remember, The

amnesia item is passed if subjects recall three or fewer o.f

iriÍ:.1:,1:.'::..r

:

. .j:¡ j.\!!r!
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the h1¡pnotic tasks before amnesia is removed

Each hypnotic task (item) is scored on a stan-
dardized', pass-fai-l basis by the hypnotist. performances

,:¡ i on all ten hypnotic tasks plus the waking suggestion and
'eye cjlosure are included giving a pos:sible range of scores

from 0 - L2.
: HGSHS:A. ThC HGSHS:A iS AN AdAPtAtiON Of thc SHSS:A

for grou" -tt*tstration and se,lf-scoring. ïts content is
very similar to the SHSS:4. The experimenter reads a stan-
dard hypnotic induction like that of the SHSS:A followed by

ten hypnotic tasks (items) .and terminated with the sugges-

tion for the performance of a posthypnotic act on cue (touch

left ankle v¿hen the,hypnoti-st taps his/her pencil) and the
,.,.'l.:'...:'.':.:_--=.'....].

poslhypnot:'.c,sugçJestion for amge-sj,.a

, Upon waking from hypnosís, subj.ects are gÍven the
crl€ to pe::form the posthypnotic act and. then tested for
amnesia (three minutes to write cl.own everything that has

happened since they began "Iooking at the target"). Amnesia

is then lifted and they are asked to wríte d.orvn anything else
they remember. The criterion for passing amnesia is the same

as that on.the SHSS:,A, recall of three or fewer items before
amnesÍ'a is removed.

Subjects self-score their overt behavior during each i::¡,:r-!i:ii'nri

Ítem in a standardized. scoring bookret (e.g., '!Þly head,fe1l
forward at least two inchesr"or 'qMy head fell forward. ress

than .two inchesl'). The ránge of :scores is the salne as that
on the SHSS:A, 0 - 12.
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SHSS¡c" The sHSs:c was administered in modified
for:m during the pre-experimentar contextual check. ït is
also comprised of twelve hypnotic tasks (items) like .t.he

SHSS:A and the HGSHS:A.

The sHSS:c is individually adminístered. The

experimenter reads a standard hypnotic induction followed
by 'twelve suggestions which includ.e sensory-motor items
(e.g., hand lowering, moving hands apart, arm rígidíty¡
ancl arm immobilization) and cognitive items (e.g., age

regressíon, d.reaming, and positive and negative halluci-
natíons). The posthypnotic amnesia item is the rast task
and scored by the number of items recalled before amnesi_a

is lifted
'

The starr-dard. hypnotic inductíon of the,sHSS:c -was

replaced by motivati:ng instructions taken from Barber (L969,
p- 46').' These instructions encourage subjects,.Lo iiagine
the'suggestionsr say that the ,sugge'stions will be,easy to
perform, and encourage subjects to try their best to per-
form'the suggestions. Both the task-motivating instruc-
tions and the sHSS:c items were present.ed from a tape
recorder.

Design

Ã' three-group postest design (campbell a stanley,
L963) was used in which subjects were randomry assigned
to groups.

i l':"r.:
!:!.. ì;:.:
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The study mani-pulated across groups the degree of
pressure or persuasion to report the ,,amnesic,, material,
There were three levels of pressure: (a) high pressure,
defined by the presence of a polygraph and the sound of a

tone, (b) moderate pressure, d.efined by t.he presence ,of a

polygraph alone, and (c) no pressure, defined by .the ab-
sence of both pofygraph and tone.

The dependent variable was subjects' recarl score
on the amnesia item of the sHSS:c. The .number of items.
recalled was measured twice after they received one of the
three treatr.nent conditions; once: following the request to
"tell everything that happened" and a scond time after they
\,rere told to "think carefurly, perhaps )4ou can remember''
more. " Recall was measured a third time after the post-
hypnotic suggestion for amnesia was lifted.

Procedure

s,çlçqËiqq-procedure.,' subjects were serec,ted on t'he

basis of their p,erformances on either the sllss:A or the
HGSHS:]\. some subjects urere administered the sHSs:A by

graduate students in a Hypnosis seminar at california state
university, Fresno two or three weeks prior to the con-
textual check. other subjects received the HGSHS:A from

the primary investigator one or two weeks prior to their
participation in the study. As p::eviously stated, highly
susceptible subjects were serected using a criterion score

L.i..'.. t.

i: : :,...:, -I ::.i.,.-

l

r '- ...:..
l:.r'::.. :.;.

i. :. rr.

I

i

,...i



of nine or higher on either the SHSS:A or HGSHS:A and.

the successful performance of posthypnotic amnesia. The

subjects who met these critería were randomly assigned

to the three experimental treatments.

ExperÍmental procedures. Three graduate students

enrolled. in a Hypnosis seminar at carifornia state unj-ver-

sity, Fresno served as assistants j-n the study. Each

experÍmenter was responsible for presenting one of the

; three treatment conditions to subjects. The experirnentersl

functions were to establish rapport with the subjects, prê-
sent the instructj-ons and explanation for the tape record-
ing (e.g., to províde a standard presentation), control the
'tape recording, present the experimental treatment, give

the recall tests, and for some conditions, attach subjects
to .the polygraph

The pri-mary. ínvestigator observed subjects through

television monitors in a room adjacent to the experimental

roon. His function was to control the audio tape recording
' I.

of subjects recall responses and to apply the tone sound in
one experJ-m:.f tal co.ndrtron. 

;

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three
treatment cond.itions. All subjects were tested and treated.- ---- ¿

in individual sessions. Foll-owing the schematic in Figure

10 the procedures, briefry descríbed, consisted of having

each subject in all conditions administered pre-recorded.

motivating instructions (garber, 1969, p. 46') and the
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SHSS:C (minus the hlzpnot-i_c induction) in its entirety.
After the motivating instructions subjects were pre-
sented the twelve tasks from t.he SHSS:C. The post-
hypnotic suggestion for amnesia was the last task pre-
sented to the subjects. After they received the amnesia

suggestion subjects were arvakened and. the experimenter

turned off the tape record.er. Some subjects were con-

nected to the poÌygraph while others vüere allowed to
rest. They \4rere then given the first recall test,
"Please tell now....everything that has happened....,, and

when subjects reported. that they could. not. remember any-

thing else a tone sounded from the polygraph for one ,group

of subjects. All subjects \{ere then given the second recall
test, "No\,r if you think carefully, perhaps yo1-l can remember

more." The amnesia suggesti-on \,üas lifted and they were ad-

ministered the third recall test
In more detail, the study consisted of the following

procedures. upon'arriving at the experimental foom subjects

\Àrere greeted by the primary investigator. He asked them to
read and sign the consent form and then introd.uced them to

the experimenter explaining the reason for his being unable

to run the experiment himself (e.g., experimenter bias) .

The primary investigator then left the room entering an

adj,acent roôm to observe subjectst ¡>erfor,maRces, tape record

their recall 'responses, and.'apply the tone when required.
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The experimenter established rapport v¡ith the
subjects, explained. the need for the tape recorded in-
structíons, had subjects become reraxed and comfortable,
and then turned on the tape recorder. The tape recording
consisted of motivating instruct.ions followed by the sHSS:c

(mi-nus the hypnotic induction), up to, and includíng the
suggestion for posthypnotic amnesia. After subjects re-
ceivBd,the posthypnotic suggestion for amnesia the experi-
meinter turned off the tape recorder. After this proced.ure

subjects vTere treated differently depend.ent upon their
treatment conclition.

Group A: polygraph and tone (poly/tone). After
s.ublects jwere awakened they yere informed that a new lie
detector'would be used in the study. The expqrimenter

said, "This Iie detector is a recent development in lie
detect.ion which was proven highry effecti-ve in a number

of stud.ies. ït ís being used. in the present study as an

:aid to learning more about hypnosis." The experimenter

then connected. subject,s to the 1ie detector and totrd them

that they would be asked guestions about their experience.
The poJ-y-graph r." rt..rrned on and subjects were told the

following: ,

i r'ì

'!It has been discovened that although
people rarely 1ie purposely about tñeir
experiences, for several reasons they
may not reveal exactly what occurred:.
I .* going to ask you questions regard-
ing your experienge,. A,tone '.wiIl sound
if'the machine detects a 1ie."
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The first recall test for amnesia was then pre-
sented, "Please teLl me now in your own words everything
that has happened since you began re1axing.,, , The primary

investigator started the second tape recorder rvhich re-
corded subjects' recall throughout the three tests. when

subjects said they could not remember anything else, the

tone sounded and the experimenter said, "Ng\n¡ if you think
ca¡:efuIly, perhaps you can remembelrnore." This constitut.ed
t.he second recall test.

Group B: polygraph only (pol]z alone). Subjects

\,vere treated. in thei same manner as Group A subjects through

the first'recaIl test except that no mentíon of a tone was

mâde. The recall tests were the Ëäme as those öf Group 'A

e:rqept no tone was sounded. Recall was recordecL as in
Group A.

G::oull C:_no polyg::aph and no tone (no.poly_L . A.fter

subjects were awakened no reference to a polygraph was m¿rde.

suo-jects vrere not connected to la polygraph but they vTere

allowed to rest the same amount of time it took the experi-
menters to present the polygraph informatíon, attach the lie

':
detector, and, present the instructions to the other groups.

After the rest, period subjects t{ere given the first recall
test, "Prease teIl me now in your own words everything that
has happened since you began relaxing. " After they said

that they could not remember anything eIse, they were pre-
sented the second recallrtest; the"'experimenter said, ,,Now

i ::.: i., 'r:. ,
l, ' .1.: .. '
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if you think carefully, perhaps you can remember more. "

Recall was recorded as it was with the other groups.

The third. recall test was the same for all sub-
jects. After the second. recarl test they,v¡ere gíven the'
cue to remember, "Nor,,t you can remember everythíng." Any

further recall was recorded..

After the third recalr test subjects who had. beena-

connected to the polygraph \^rere disconnected and the machine

was turned off . Afl subjects vrere then presented the post-

PoFtexperimental_$qur_ry" Subjects were asked a

series of verbatim questions by the experimenters. The

first set of guestions evaluated subjects recall ,experi-

ences during the first recall test (see Appendix Er,sec-
tion A) . They ,were then,, askecl a second set of quest,ions

aimed at determining their expe,riences during the second.

recaIl, test (see Appendix :Er section B) .

Subje,cts'ro"r" then told that the experiment 'was

over and they were asked if they now felt any anxieLy or-''
s,tresst Nc subjects ::eported. feering anxious or stressed

' : 
' 

, ' t . - ' 
I 

':: !

at the exþerimenterrs completion. If subje.cts had re-
ported feeling very upset the primary investigator would

have entered the room and completery d.ebriefed subjects

about the nature of the stud.y. rf this procedure had not

sufficiently relieved. subjects' stress they would have been

ùaken to the supervising prof;ess or t William C. Coe, ph.D.,

or to another clin.^ica1 psychol_ogist

1:f::?::r::.!i::i r:j
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' The subjects were then greeted by the .prima::y

investigator who thanked them for their participation
andtgiven class credit slips.

Results

The mean recall scores for the three treatment
groups are shown in Table 7. The recall scores for the

first and second recall tests, the recalr tests prior to
lifting annêsia, indicate that subjects 'in both pollzgraph

cond.itíons were not amnesic on these tests having recalled
morîe than three items. However, subjects in the control
conclition'remained amnesic until the posthypnotic sugges-

tion for amnêsi-a was removed. The tre,atrnent condition
which prod.uced the highest number of items reported, prior
to the-removal of amnesiar, appears to be the poly al-one

condition.

A 3 x 2 split-plot repeated measul?es analysis of
variance (Kirk, 1968) was performed f.or the recall tests 1

and 2. The analysis demonstrated a signífÍcant treátment.

effectr 
.'q.. 

(2,T2) = u',-n,ntr p < '05; but there was no effect
due to the two r.ecaIl te-sts, F (2rL2) = .Aiqr p > .0,S, and

no interaction between tests and treatment conditions,
g. (2,J.2) = .OL7r p > .05.

A Tu'key multiple comparison tesL .,showed that the

recall scores (for recall tests I and 2 combined) for the
po1t alone condition were significantly h5-gher ttranithe no

poly condition, q (3rI2) = 4.67r p < .05, but were not
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significantly higher than the poly/tone condition,
g (3,L2) = 2.25r p > .05. Combined recall scores for
test l and. test, 2 for the no poly and poly/tone condi-
tions did not differ t ! (3,L2) = 2.42, p ) .05. The

mean'recalr scores showed that subjects in the poly alone

condition reported more items (showing nol'amnesia) on both

recalI t.ests than the subjects in the no poly condition
who remained amnesic until the posthypnotic sugigestion

..for amnesia was lifted

The mean recaIl scores for the third reca1l test¡
the measure of items recalled after amnesia was rifted,
were anal1¡zed by a Kruskal-vüa1,ti's analysis of varÍance
(Hays, 1963) which was significant, H, (Z) = 3.196,

p < .05. The means for the third recall test (see Table 7)

indicate that subjects in Èhe poly,alone condition recalled
less ítems than subjects in either the pory/Lone and the
no poly conditions. The poly/tone. condition and the no

poly condition do not appear to differ. When subjectsl
mean recall scores are consídered cumuratively across arl
three recall tests the to.tal ngmber .of items recarled in
egch condition does not diffe-r" g (2,L2) = 1.293r p > .05.

Theref,ore, subjects in the poly alone condition ::eport the

f.êwest ,ítems, on the thirìd recall test because they had.

recalled a large number of items on the first and. second.

recall tests (8.8) which was higher than subjects in t,he

þol1r/tone conditj-on (6.0) and considerably higher than

subjects in the no poly cond.ition (3.0).
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Ratings

The mean subjects t ratings of their experiences
during the f,irst and second recall tests are shown in
Table 8. The means are very simirar indÍcating that
subjects in all conditions had. about the sarne experiences.
One-way analyses of variance (Kirk, !96g) confirmed what

$ras obvious from viewing'the means. None of the three
treatment. condit.ions: differed significantly on ratings
of "trying to rememberr" F (2rL2) = 2.325r p > .05, "Hov/

much was forgottenr" g (2rI2) = 3.18, p ) .05, "anxiety
or,stres.sr" F (2rI2) = .475, p ) .05, and ',pressure to

'- report," g (2,L2) = .765, p ) .05. It appears that most

subjects in all conditions attempted to remember the mate-
rial a'nd ontry partially forgot the mate.ria.r during the

:

'fi,r.st ,recaLl tes't. F.urther, durÍng the s'ec,ond rec-al-L

test. most subjects reported. feeling moderately anxious or':.-
stressed and. moderately pressured to report more of the
material.

Discussion

l
I

I

)

I

I

tl::a::
::

i .'.''"

polygrraph condition,would lead nonhypnotized subjects .to

report more "amnesic" material than nonhypnotized. subjects
not connected to a polygraph. Both porygraph conditions
v¡ere effective in this regard. rt appears 'that having
subjects recall while connected to a polygraph leads them
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Table I

MEAN RATINGS AND STANDARD DEVIATTO}TS
OF SUBJECTS EXPERTENCES

cRoupa TRyrNcb FoRGET ANXïous pREssuRE

Poly/tone

x

s.d.

Poly alone

x

.s.cl

No poly

r
s.d.

1.60 2,20 2.80 3.00

0.49 0.67 1.19 0.63

1.40 2.20 3.60 3.40

0.49 0.67 0.49 1.02

I, O0 1.60 3. 00

'0.00 o.4g L.67 L.62

a*n = 5 for each group
bL = tried to remembteri 2 = d.id not try to remember
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to repórt materiar which would not be reported. without the
poly,gr4ph pr.esent.

considering the recarr tests prior to lifting
amnesia, subjects in the polygraph cond.i-tions recalr-ed
sufficient materiar on the average so they would not be
considered amnesic by standard measures of amnesia. since
they were highly suscepti-bIe subjects who had passed the
.arnnesia item on their prior hypnotic performance (HGSHS:A

or sHS's:A) 'and v¡ere randomly assigned to treatment groups,
thelr'should have remained amnesic rike the,,contror sub_
jects except for the contextual differences.. Their fail-
ure to remain amnesÍc suggests that connecting subjects to
a 1ie detector is sufficie't to produce an increase in
reporting. Further, the'experj-mental conditions during
'the s,econd recall test increased reporting by subje-cts in-- -:-
the ,pollrgnaph condit.ions to the ext.ent that thelz ,could not
be considered even partialry amne,si-c. since the contror
subjects remained'amnesic even when told to ,,think care-= '---:'
fully'.. " indicates 'that ,being connected. to ,a lie detector
during recall is responsible for subjectsr failure to re-
main amnesic

The'se find,ings which occurred with nonhypnoti-zed
subjects are significant because they unambiguously estab-
lish t'he 'potency of the contextual manipuration proposed
for trr-e major study. since :subjêct's ,were not hlrpnoËized,
rt appears that the contextuar alterations were ="=pon=ilre

'n*
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f.or tncreased reporting of the "forgotten" materiar by

subjects in the porygraph conditions. rt. appears that
the' polygraph condítions sufficiently artered. contextual
demands from encouraging not reporting to encouragring

reporting. Thus, with the potency of contextual altera-
tions estabrished, the d.esign shortcomings of past inves-
tigations are overcome and provides a clear basis with
which to test the contentions of role theory versus neo-
dissociation theory with hypnotized. subjects.

:the'f,irst and second recarl trials are considered, further
'support for the assumption that the polygraph conditions

.t
prod.uced contextual changes is obtained. Ivlost subjects in
alI conditions reported. that they had. tried. to remember

and had only part.ially forgotten the material during the
firslt recall test. Despite this fact, the control subjects,
who were ín a context reinforcing not reportíng, did not
report, thereby remaining.amnesic. when the context was

altered (connecting subjects Èo the polygraph), however,

subjects reported the materiar. During the second recall
test when subjects were tol.d to "Èhink carefully...,, most

subjects felt anxious or stressed, and felt pressured to
report the maÈerial. However, the control subjects re-
ma'j-ned amnesic whereas the polygraph subjects recalLed
still more of the material.

¡a
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Since all subjects reported similar amounts of
pressure it might be argued that the contextual changes

d.id not effectively manípulate pressure. However, the
purpose of the contextual manipulaÈions was to alter the
contextual demand.s confronting subjects who were asked to
report the amnesic material. contextual demands are muIt.i-
factoriar íncluding' pressure, reinforcement, and other im-
plicÍt cues. Taken together, the demands provide cues to
subjects as to what is desired in the particurar setting.
Tn the usual hypnotic setting v¿hen subjects are test,ed for

'thelpresence of amne'sia pressure to report is onry one fac-
tor. other demands (e.g., subjects are continuarly reminded.

d.uring the hypnotic suggesËion for amnesia that not reporting
i.s ,desirabl-e) continue'to provide cues that amnesia is ,de-

sired.. The task of this stud.y, and. the major study for
that matter, is to atr,Èer these demand.s by providing cues

that reporting the amnesic material ís desirable. That these

cues were ,established in the p::esent study appears unques-
'tiónable. À11 subjects rememb-ered the material; it kept
popping in and out of their awareness. Despite feeling
similar amounts of pressure to report, however, only sub-

jects within the'polygraph cond.itions produced high incre-
ments in reporting

Taken together, the above findings indicate thaÈ

the poJ-ygraph conditÍons prod^uced more reporting of amnesic

materral than the control condition. since the poly alone
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''
condítion produced the highest mean recall it appears a

sufficient treatment condition to produce simirar resurts
with hypnotized subjects. Thus, the poly/tone cond,ítion
will be replaced with a presumabry more moderate contex-
tual change like Khilstrom and Evans' (]'976l "honesty"
instructions. The honesty cond.ition wilr presumably pro-
vid,e a reasonalIe test of the interactionar hypothesis
suggested by role theory which predicts that subjectsl
verbal report of amnesia is the result of an interaction '

rs and the d.egree

of contextual alte::ations., rt would serve as a moderate

conÈextual alteration, in that the hones,ty condition would
provide contextual demands which would encourage reporting

.-t'
the amnesic material to a resser degree than the poly alone
condition, but to a greater degree than no poly condiÈion;
a condition which wourd continue to encourage not reporting.
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APPENDTX B

Informed Consent I'orm

r,agree to.'serve as a subject in the experiment
under the directi-on of T{il1iam c. coe, ph.D. r under-
stand that, r wilr be administered standard items which

:

measure my response to hypnosis_ A pollzgraph machine
("Iie detector") might be used during the experiment. and
r will be informed. when and if it. is used. Also, some of
my responses to questions may be ,tape record.ed.

r unde*étand,'that r am not obrigated :to cohtinue
participating at any tÍme should. r wish to discontÍnue.
My personal affairs wilt not be delved into or invest.i-
gated in any way and nothing wirl be done to make me appear
foolish- There is a possibility that r might experience
feelings'of uneasinesp: or perhaps a slight headache. Hor¡r-

ever most persons have reported. their experiences to be
interest.ing and pleasurable

My signature .berow indicates that ï understand the
procedure and that r am wilring to participate as a subjectev ¡,q¡ e+er¡/crLc €tÞ d.

undeq the conditions ::stated above. r ,understand that my

responseswi11|bekeptanon}TnousunlessÏgivemyspeci'fic
permission to Dr. Coe .to Lhe contrary

Parti.cipating Subj ect Date
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APPENDTX C

Rating scale For subjects' subjective Experiences

During post-hypnotic Amnesia On The HGSHS:A

(Experimenter Reads Vèrbatim)

we are interested in discovering the kinds of
experiences you have just had when you were trying to
remember. we are especially interest.ed in the tÍme when

r asked you to write clown everythingrthat. happened after
you began looking at the target, and. before r said that
"rlow youlcan remember everythíng.,' (Experimenter ques-

tions group on, clarity of tirne interested in. subjects
'l

affirm, then repeat above statement. )

duri.ng this .t.ime, others rememberî one or two things and :'-

others remenber many of the things t.hat had. happened. rn
general, people have reported that they experience d.if-
ferent'degrees of being able to control their remembering.

At the extremes, for example, some people fert like they
were not at all able to controL what they remembered, and
':
others felt like they had complete control over what they
remembered. The number of things you wrote down is not so

irn¡rortant. For example, some people who only wriÈe down

a few things or nothing at all sti1l feer'like" they were

ver:y much in control of being able to remember; others w¡r-o

also onry write down a few things or nothing at all feer
like they had very rittle contror. of being able to remember.



I am ínterested now in hor¿ much; ),ou felt
of remembering during the time you r¿ere _asked to
what had happened since you began looking at the
Ptrease check one of the numbers on your lranCour.
number indicates feeling more in control as they
larger.
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APPENDIX D

Postexperimental rnquiry (Experimenter Reads verbatim)

A.

1. o-K-, now rrd. like you to think back to the time right
after you were av¡akened and r asked you to teIl me in your

own words everything that happened since you began looking
at the target. (Subject. affirms.) O.,K., now please de_

':scribe as thoroughly as possible anything that you $/ere

experiencing, imagining, or feelíng at that. time. No matter
how unimportant. it may seem to you, r'd like you to t,err me

anything that you vrere experiencing, feeling, or imagining
at that time.
'2. Please check the number which best describes your experi-
ences d.uring that same time, that. is, during the time right
after you were asked to telI everyt.hing that had happened.

since you began looking at the target
(hand rating form to subject)

1 T 3 4
I forgot very
l-ittle ofEã
mE'gs that
happened._r

I forgot none
of the thæ
that happened,

3. r wouild like you now to think back again to that time
when' r asked 'you to telr me in your own words leverything

that happened since you began rooking at the target and try

I forgot all I forgot most f forgot sometlt" thinEs of ttre, tfrñgs of the thftgsthat happened. that happenéa. thai happenea.

i.r-r.'t:: :
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:ì
t'o experience wlrat you felt and thought during that time.
(Subject affirms - al1ow 30 seconds.) Now, judging from
your recall of the experience, please check the deg,ree to
which 1rou, felt any anxiousness or stress during that time
on this sheet.

(hand rating form to subject)

T- -T- T T-'Not.at all somewhat 'Moderatery very much Extremelyanxious or anxious or anxi-ous oi anx-ious or """iåü=-å,'stressed. stressed. stressed. str"="åa.- ãlressea.-
4¡ continuing to think back to that same time, please rate
on t,his sheet the d.egree to which you fert prêssured to try
and. report more of the things that had happened during
hypnosis

(hand rating form to subject)

-T'_ T --3-- --ã- 
5,Not at all somewhat Moderatery very much Extremerypressured. pressured. t;;;;;;;ã: ;;;å=;;ä. Ëåä;Häå.

B.

5 - Now r want, you to remember back t,o when you said you

could noÈ remember anything erse and. r said, "think care-
fully, perhaps you can remember more.,, (subject affírms.)
o.'K.,, norr,please describe as thoroughry as .possible what you

ürere experiencing, imagining, or feering at that time. No

rnatter how unimportant it may seem to you. r'd, like you to
tell me anythin,g that you'v¡ere experiencing, feeling, or
imagining then

Irrr+. ::::i:i. ._:l
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6. I would like you now to agaín think back to that time

I told you "think carefully, perhaps you can remember more"

and try to experience what you felt and thought duríng that

time. (Subject affirms - allow 30 seconcls.) Now judging

from your recall of the experience, please check the degree

to which you felt any anxiousness or strcss during Èhat time

on this sheet..

(nand rating form to subject)

-T-
--

--T- 4 -T-
ExtremelyNot at all Somewhat ltloderately Very much

anxious or anxious or anxious or anxious or anxíous or
stressed. stressed. stressed. stressed. stressed..

7. Contínuing to think back to that same time, please rate
on this sheet the degree to which you felt pressured to try

:,

and report more of the thinEs that had ha¡>pened during the

experiment.

---r 
-- 

--3- -?- --5-
Not at all: Somewhat Mod.eratefy Ve'ry much Extremely
pressured pressured. 'pressured; pricssured. pressured.

I, Now that the experiment is over, how do you feel? Do you

feel anxious or stressed at all?

| ,:.

i,.;.;:1
ll:.1
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APPENDTX E

Postexperimental rnquiry for the pre-experimental check

on Proposed Contextual Conditions
(Experimenter Reads Verbatim)

A"

1. o.K., nohr rrd like you to think back to the time right,
after you vrere awakened and r asked. you to tell in your own

words everything that happened since you began reraxing.
(Subject, affirms,) O.K., now please describe as thoroughly
as possibre anything that you r,rere experiencing, imagining,
or feeling at that Èime. No matÈer how unimportant it may

seem to you, rtd 1íke you to tetl me anything that you hTere

experiencing, feelj-ng, or imagining at that time.
2- Nor^/, during that ti.me, do you think you were'realry
trying to remember or not trying to remember?

Tryíng Not trying
3. Please check the sentence which best describes your
experiences during that same t.ime, that, is, during the
nghÈ after you $rere asked to tell everything that had

pened since you began relaxing.

time

haP-

1.

(hand rating form to sub-ject)

I forgot the things thaÈ happened in that ï did
about them at all during that time and they d,id

my mind, until later.
f forgot the things that happened only partially
thought of them off and. on during that time

not think
not enter

2.

in that I
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3. I did not for:geÈ the things that happened,.

or !{as thinking of them during that time.knew them

B.

4. Now, r want you to remember back to when you said, you

could not remember anything else and r said, "think care-
fulIy, perhaps you can remember more." (subject affirms.)
o.K., noriT please describe as thoroughly as possible what
you were experiencing, imaginirg, or feeling at that time.
No matter how unimportant it, may seem to you, r'd like you

to te1l me anything that you v/ere experiencing, feeling, or
imagrning then.

5. r would. like you now to think back again to that time
when r told you "think carefully, perhaps you can remember

more" and try to experience what you felt, and. thought. d.uring
that time. (Subject affirms - allow 30 seconds.) Now,

judging from your recaItr'of the experience, please check

the degree ,to which lzou felt any anxiousness or stress
during that time on this sheet

T- --- --Z:- -rNot-.at all Somewhat Moderately
anxious or anxious or anxious orstressed,. stressed. stressed..

6- continuing to'think back to thaÈ same time, please ::aËe

on this sheet the degree to which you felt pressured to Èry

and report more of the things that had happened during the

Very much Extremely
anxious or anxious or
stressed. stressed.
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exPeriment.

(hand ratlng form to subject)

-T- -T -_3- -T- ---il-
Not at all somewhat, Moderately very much Extremelypressured. pressured. pressured. preésured. pressureã.

7 - Now that the experiment is over, how do you feel? Do you

feel anxious or stressed at all?

t,.'.

i<:-:f : iiL
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